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Young · Wild·· West ·and · the Reckless •Regulars
OR, SAVING A ·COMPANY OF CAVALRY
By AN OLD SCOUT

hfs

wealth of light chestnut hair hanging over
shoulders.
"Say, Younj( Wild West!'}' he exclaimed, "I
A crowd numbering about thirty was gathered
before the ,reneral store in the settlement of Fra- want to shake hands with yer ag'in, blamed if I
ser's Run, Wyoming, one evening shortly before • don't. We lrlve you three cheers a little while
sunset, a few years ago, when that part of the ago, an' we lrive three cheers for all of 'em what
country was in a much wilder state than at pres- came here with yer, an' now we've gone an' done
ent, and Indians were occasionally making trouble. it for the mule. I'm feelin' mi11:hty good over it,
Frazer's Run was not a very large place, but it an' that's why I want to shake with yer ag'in."
"All right, Mr. Salsbµry,'' and the boy promptly
was a sort of center for the ranches lying abo~t1
and it is needless to say that the store-keeper d1<1 accepted the proffered hand.
"That's all right, Young Wild West. I ft,/ bata pretty good business. Those living in the settlement were mostly hunters and trappers, and ter now. But never mind callin' me Mister Saisthey were not at home as much as they were bury. My first name is Nick, an' I don't care if I
,-way. Sometimes the entire ?)umber of human am old enough to be your grandfather, I want you
l)eings to be found there would outnumber more to call me it. the same as everybody else does.
than forty, and then at least four-fifths of them I'm Old Nick, so to speak. Ha, ha, ha I"
Those near joined in the laugh, and acting as if
were women and children. Joel -Creep, the owner
of'°"t he store, was a crafty business man, and he he felt rather proud of himself just then, Nick
was generally known for his mean ways, espe- Salsbury, the grizzled old hunter, took his station
cnally when he was invited to contribute toward a beside Youna; Wild West, the Champion DeMshot
oharitable object. He was standing. before the 4Uld well-known Boy Hero of th.a West. With hla
door of his store, watohing a Chinaman, who was two partnl\rs and the girJs who traveled with him
in search of excitement and adventure in the wild.c,ingaged in performinir tricks with a little mule,
est parts of' the West, the young deadshot had
&ntl he appeared to be almost as intereS t ed as any
th
of the men, w6men and children that formed e reached the settlement something like half an
hour before the openinl? of .this story. They had
erowd.
"Lis allee samee velly nieee mule, so be," tbe (!rifted up into Wyoming and intended to go on up
(:hin~man said, glibly. ''Evelybody likee Jen?,lei to the Black Hills to t he little town of Weston,
she v elly muchee smartee. She allee samee likee which had been founded by Young Wild West when
me and me allee samee likee my uncle in China. he was barely sixteen years of age. Having heard
the da:y '!Jefore that there was an outbreak in the
No~ len, evelybody watchee!"
The Chinaman made a quick motion with the Sioux tribe of Indians, they deemed it advisable to
amall whi1> he had in his hand and the mule make for the nearest fort or settlement. Striking
~ickly reared u1>on its hind legs and gave a fair a trail over the prairie, they had followed it and
jmitation of a waltz, the trainer acting as a had come to Frazer's Run just about the-time the
inhabitants had finished their evening meal. ·
1>artner,
Young Wild West's companions consisted of his
"That's the best I ever seen." declared a grizzled
old settler, as he clapped hls ha_nds loudly. "l ~ ,rlrl sweetheart, Arietta . Murdock; Cheyenne
didn't think that sich a dumb cntter as a mule Charlie the scout, and his wife Anna; Jim Dart
cc,uld ever learn to dance. Say, but this beats the and Eloise Gardner, his sweetheart; and two
circus! It's worth a, lot to have the Champion Chinamen who were brothers named Hop Wah and
IDeadshot of the West come an' see us, lm.t when W~g Wah. Their arrival was the "signal for a
he fetches along a smart heathen -with a trick rousinlf welcome from the settlers who happened
l!)ule, tba,t makes it worth a whole lot more. to be m town at the time, and more than .one
offered the hospitality of their cabins. But young
Hooray•r the mule!"
A cheer went up which told plainly that the Wild West decided to pitch their camp m the
t?,'owd greatly appreciated what was going ou. usual way, and it was while Wini? Wah the cook,
J3efore it had subsided the grizzled old fellow-. was preparing, the supper that Hop had taken his
ftepped over to a d,ashing looking boy who was trlck mule Jennie over before the store and
attired in a buckskin hunting suit, and who had a started to amuse the crowd. J emtle was really a
CHA:pTER 1.-The Clever Chinee and His Mule:
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wonde:r as far as mules go, and it was a sure thing
that Hop had her trained as well as any animal
could possibly be, and the tricks he could make
her do were amusing as well as startlin_g- at times.
When he first introduced the animal he invited
some one to take a ride on her back, at the same
time offerin.e: to wa_g-er ten dollars that no man
could stay on her back longer than a single minute. No one had taken him up on this, so he had
gone on making Jennie do a few tricks. But the
waltzinl!" seemed to please the crowd best of all1
and the women and children were so delighted
tr.at they ventul'ed up close and patted the intelligent four-footed beast on the neck.
1
' Come on over, Joel," Nick Salsbury called out
to the owner of the store. "I want to introduce
you to the whitest boy that ever straddled a
horse."
"I'm tending store, Nick," was the reply.
"~tch him over here if you want to introduce
him/'
·
'!Do you want to go over there, Young Wild
West?" the hunter asked, in a low _tone of voice.
"Joel Creep is the me·anest white man that ever
lived. He's .e:ot one of the best stores to be found
anywhere outside of a bf" gcity, too, an' he's :makin' money hand over fist. But jest ask him to
give a nickel towaid helpin' ' some poor family
alonlf an' you'll see how quick he'll turn yer
down."
"Is that the sort oi fellow he is?" the boy
asked.oking sharply at the store-keeper, who
bad not moved a peg from his position in front of
the store.
·
"Yea, that's jest him."
"Well, I reckon I'll let you introduce me, then.
Come on, boys. •Come, &?irls. We may as well g_et
acquainted with the meanest wliite man to be
found."
The last was said to Cheyenne Charlie, Jim
Dart and the £irls, and they -promptly followed
the youn.e: deadshot as he weht along with the
hunter toward the store. Joel Creep's face wore
a sickly sort of smile w'hen he saw them approaching.
"This is Young Wild West, Joel," Salsbury said,
bluntly. "Shake hands with him. I'll bet you
never held a better hand in your whole life."
"Glad to know yer, young feller," Creep answered. "I've got one of the best stores there is
to be found within a hundred miles of here, so if
you happen to want anr,thin_g- in my line you kin
buy it quite reasonable. '
' "There he goes!" - the hunter exclaimed.
"Lookin' for business· right away. Young Wild
West, you kin jest name over the rest, 'cause I've
sorter forgot 'em. I know Cheyenne Charlie an'
Jim Dart, of course, but the gals' names gits
mixed up with me."
"All right, Nick," the boy answered, smilingly.
"I'll do that right away."
.
He was not lon_g- in naming his companions as
they stepped up one at a time and shook han(js
with the store~keeper, a proceedin_g- which seemed
to awe the crowd somewhat, since Joel Creep was
considered as being a sort of ruler of the settlement. · Boy as he was, our hero had long- made it
a point to study the character of a person he met
by their 11:eneral looks and conversation. It would
-hardly have been necessary for the•hunter to tell
him that Joel Creep was a me.an man, for it

showed, right upon his face, while his avaricious
eyes added greatly.
_
"Well, Mr. Creep," the young deadshot said, in
his cool and easy way, after the store-keeper had '
been made acquainted with all hands, "I am jn-deed _g-lad to meet you. I take it that you are
very prosperous here, and that you have plenty· of
m0ney. No doubt you are of a charitable nature,
too, I am _g-oinir to ask you to help along a worthy
cause. No doubt you w.ill be quite willing to contribute fifty or a hundred dollars."
"What!" cried Creep, i;n astonishment. "Me
contribute to a worthy cause! See here, YoW).g
Wild West, don't thfok that 'cause I've _got a. little
money that l'm goin' to give it away. There ain't
no cause that's worthy -as I've ever seen. Every
man's got a chance if he wants to work, an' jest
'cause some of 'em don't _g-it enough to eat now an'
then don't say that I've got to put my hand in my
pocket an' help 'em along. Nol I _won't give one
cent."
•
"Oh; all right, {hen. Excuse me for mentionin_g- it."
"I'll excuse yer all rig-ht, •Young Wild West,"
~d the store-keeper appeared ~omewhat relieved.
Just" then Hop Wah walked up to the door, the
mule following him as if it ha,,r been a dog. The
Chinaman said nothing to any one, but pushing
his way past the proprietor, went on inside. Joel
Creep quickly went Jn after him, no doubt thinking- he was _g-oin_g- to have a customer. Then the
mule walked on in, and Nick Saslbury broke into
a laugh.
"Let's all go in," he said, turninlf to our hero
and his friends.
"Right you are, Nick," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up. "I reckon there's _g-oin' to be some fun here."
Not only did they go in, but many o1 those who
had been watching- the antics of the mule came
also, and the floor space between the two counters
in the store was soon . pretty well crowded. Hop
Wah was standing- at the counter when Wild and
Arietta -came in, while the store-keeper was at
the other side talking to him earnestly. The mule
stood close bv her master, looking at the shelves
as if interested in buying something.
"How many do yer want?" they heard the
store-keeper say, as they, crowned up as close as
tl:ey' could get to Jennie and her master.
"Two, thlee dozen," Hop answered.
"Well, I reckon you kin have 'em. Got anything
to put 'em in?!'
. "•Maybe you -p uttee in um paper bag, so be."
"~ybe I kin. B-ut paper bags cost money, an•
I'll have to char_g-e you two cents extra."
· "Lat allee light. Me no care. Me gotte plenty
money.• Me gottee Iich uncle in China. He gottee
fifty million dollee."
.
Creep looked at him as if he doubted it, but
turned and, :finding a paper bag, proceeded to
count out three dozen eJ?;gs, which he took from a
basket behind the counter. At first 'our heto
thought that the cook might have sent his
bro~her to }?uy the egg-s. But when he saw the
mischievous smile on the Chinaman's face he
knew better.
"Et," he .s aid, whisperinJ!: to his sweetheart, "I
think we had better get back a little, for if I am
not mistaken those eg_g-s are going to be broken
ve:i:.y suddenly."
"Don't you thini we had better not let Ho-p 4o
1t ?" the girl asked.
, · ·
,
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"I don't know about that,· little girl. This man
is no doubt worth· considerable money, and yet
he's so m_ean that I think it would serve him right
to have a ttick played on him. I'll see to it that
Hop pays :for the eggs, you can bet."
But there was no trouble about this. As soon
as the -bal?' of el!:ltS had been placed on the counter
before him, the Chinaman padi the amouµt asked.
"Now len, · Mister Store-keeper, Jennie allee
samee takee' um eggs. You watQhee."
"L'm watchin' all right," was the reply. "Go
·
ahead.",,. · .
Hop moved the bal!: containing the eggs right to
the edge ,sf the counter, Then he turned and
whispered somethinl!: in the mule's ear, at the
same time leading lier around so 'her head was
pointed directly away from the eggs.
"Jennie takee um eggs, so be," he said, nodding
to the store-keeper. "Hip hi! Velly muchee
·
qui.ckee, Jennie."
As if the mule understood exactly what he said,
she suddenly elevated her heels and catching the
bag of eggs squarely, sent it against Creep's
breast with such force as to smash every eg/:/: it
contained and cause ·him to fall back against the
shelf behind him.
"Comee, Jennie!" the clever Chinee exclaimed,
as he took the animal by the halter. "We gittee
outtee velly muchee quickee."
The crowd scattered to let the Chmaman and
•
the mule make· their escape, but a laugh went up
just the same. Creep certainly was a sticky-lookinl?' object just now, for the eggs had run all down
the front of his shirt and down his trousers. He
vras as mad.as a wet heµ, too, as Cheyenne Charlie
• afterwa'l'd put it. •
"I'll shoot that mule an! the heathen, too," he
roared, when he was able to speak his thoughts.
•
"Let me git after him."
Then he hurriedly scraped the mess from him
over
leaped
gun,
and, pciking up a long-barreled
the counter and started for the door.
"Wait a minute, boss, you have forgot somethin' ," Cheyenne Charlie called out, and then he
pushed "but his foot and caused the man to drop
and fall flat upon the floor.
'Come on," Charlie said, as if nothing had hap, pened .. "You don't want to shoot nobody. Let me
help yer to your feet. What you want now is a
clean shirt an' another pair of trousers. Most
likely you have got 'em somewhere around here."
Tlie:ri. he took him by the shirt collar and actually dragged him back to the rear of 'the store.
Of course, ' the laughter had not abated any.
There was not a person there who did not have it
in for the store-ekeper to a certain extent, even
though they were forced to pay his price and look
upon him as something a trjfle above them. His
• wife had appeared by this time, and when she saw
the sticky yellow mixture plastered upon the
store-keeper's shirt, she was so✓ much amazed that
for a mofent she was unable to speak a word,
But one of the settler's wives quickly explaiined .
matters to her, she claiming that it must have •
been an accident, since the Chinaman had-paid for
the eggs, and certainly he would not break them
after doing it. Cree.p refused to pay any attention to what his wife saidl and again made a grab
for his ,11.'Un to run outs de for the purpose of
shootµig the Chinaman and the mule. But C}).arlle
barred his way again,

8

"See here, boss," h~ said, persuasively, "I jest
told yer that you had better not do anything like
that. Go an' put on a clean shirt."
"How dare you 'J!.'ive me orders right in my own
store?" Creep -i::ried, angrily.
"I ain't givin' you no orders at all, boss, but I'll
tell you right now that you ain't goin' to shoot the
heathen or tpe mule, either. You hear what I
say. I'm Cheyenne Chartie, from old Cheyenne,
an' I'nVone of Youn/:! Wild We!lt's partners. If
that ain't enough of a recommendation you'll have
to go an look for a better one., Here, missus,"
and taking Creep roughly by tl!e .arm, the scout
turned hlm over to his wife.
"Come on, Charlie," Young •Vlijld West said,
laughingly. "I reckon we've had fun enough.
While it was a little wrong to permit such a thing
to happen, I must say that I have enjoyed it.
We'll ~t out of here now, for Wing certainly
must have the supper ready by this time."
They all we'nt out, followed by the rest of the
crowd, leaving the store-keeper and his wife
wrangling in the rear. As they were crossing the
open space that was in front of the store, a horseman came riding swiftly to the spot. Young Wilii
West instantly saw that it was a cavalryman, ;md
that he was covered with dust, while his steed was
·
flec'ked with foam. · .
"Wait a minute," be said to his S:Veetheart.
'We'll see what's up. That fellow seems to be a
whole lot excited."
"The Indians have broken loose again!" cried
the cavalryman. as he dismourlted. You bad better look out, for they may come up this way to.
jght. There are about three hundred of them."

•

•

CHAPTER II.-Hop Again Imposes Upon t~
.
Store-Keeper. ~
Used to hearing all sorts of stirring news as he

W1J.S, Young Wild West did not show very much
surprise when be heard what the cavalryman sai9,.

Already he had heard that there was an uprising
among the Sioux, so it was not very str;mge that
a crowd of them should •be banded together and
bent upon makin.11.' a raid upon the settlement.
Still, it would take a great many, since even the
women could put up a stout resistance, they all
havin.11.' rifles at their disposal. ·Old Nick Salsbury,
who seemed to be looked upon as a sort of leader
by the few men who happened to be at the settlement just then, began questioning the cavalryman,
and our friends listened. It did not take thelll
more than a couple of minutes to understand that
as far as the cavalryman knew there was as manir
as three hundred Sioux moving straight toward
the setlement, though they must be fiftr • mliea
away. Wild decided to have a talk with rum, so
stepping up he touched him on the arm and saids
'.See here, m~ friend, if you believe that the redskins can't be any closer than fifty miles of here,
it is not at all likely that they will attack the 6'ettl ent to-night."
• "That's so, kid," _ca.me the reply. "I didn't thiI!,k
of that. Sometimes a boy can think quicker .than
a man."
"I recko}l you're :i;;lght," and / a smile showed
upon the handsome {ace of the youn~ deadshot.
"I'm a boy and you're a man. But· how old are
·
you, anyhow f"

•

•
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"I don't know as that's an:r of your business."
"Probably not. But I'd be willing to wager that
you are not over three or four years older than
I am."
,
"I'm past twenty-one, anyhow, snd yow. don t
look to be it"you are."
·
'No, I am not, I'll admit."
.
,,
"I reckon yeu. don't ~w who you're talkm' to,
spoke up Salsbury, touching the cavalryman on
the arm. "That's Young Wild West, the Cham-pion Deadshot." ,
"What!" came tile startled reply, and then the
eyes of the cavalryman were turned upon .the boy
before him, whi~ his face underwen~.a ~han~e.
"Heard of me, eh?" our hero said, m his cool
and easy way.
"Oh, yes. I think most every one has heard of
you Young Wild West. Excuse me for what I
said just now."
"Certainly I will. What is your name, my
friend?"
"Ned Taylor, and I belong to Company K, of
the Fourteenth Cavalry."
"All right. Well, Taylor, you look as though
you have had a hard ride of it. I reckon you must
be a little hungry. Come with us. You can have
a chance to wash yourself in the brook, and by
that time I'll guarantee that there will be a good
meal ready'for you."
Hearing this, several of the settlers offered to
take ca~ of the man and give him wh!l-t ~e ~eedcd
to eat. But he decided to a~ept t~e mvitation of
Young Wild West, and, takmg his horse by the
bridler he followed them over to a small bit _of
wcodland a short distance awar. A brook flowE!d
through among the trees, and it was, close to t?is
that the two tents that were used as a sleepmg
quarPil"s of our friends had been pitched. Wing,
the cook, was standing near a fire, his arms folded
and waiting when thev came up.
"Supper ready, Wing?" 'the young deadshot
asked.
"Evelythling allee leddy, Misler Wild," came
the reply.
"All right, then. We have got an extra one to
eat I suppose you have got enough for him."
"Me gottee velly muchee plenty, Misler Wild."
"All right, then."
- Taylor started to unsaddle his horse, but Che~enne Charlie quickly came up and offered to do 1t
for him.
"You go ahead an' wash some of the dust from
your face an' hands," he said. "I'll take care of
the•nag. He's putty well fagged out by the looks.
of •him."
.-Yes, I kept him going pretty well all the afternoon. I wanted to get her e and warn the SE;!ttlers
to be oJP the l ookout for the redskins in case they
did come here. I'm supposed to get back by morning to report to the captain."
They waited ~r him, and in a few minutes Taylor was ready to sit down and eat. Then the sup. per -pl'oceded the cavalryman talking as he at
His statement was that he had been sent out to d
some scouting, and that he had located the Indians
;hortly- before noon that day. ll'hinking that they
Intended to keep right on toward the settlement,
h.e took it on himself to ride O'f'er and give warnlng. That was all there was to it, save that he
11tated that Company K of the cavalry had been
aent out to find out what they could about the has-

tile redskins and report at the fort within two
days. Taylor proved to be a very decent sort of
young ,fellow. ~everal tim~s he took occasion to
apologize to Wild for having spoken as he did
when they first met.
"If I had known you were Young Wild West I
certainly wouldn't have acted that way," he declared for the fourth time.
"Don't say anything more about it, Taylor," the
young deadshot answered. "The redskins are on
th~ war-i;>ath, and we are -going- to take a hand in
the fightmg. If you know anything about us at
all you ought to know that we take -delight in such
business."
•
"I know . ou do, Young Wild West. I should
like to have you go with me when I start far our
camp. I'll try and get a fresh horse somewhere in
the settlement."
.
"I reckon we had better stay here until morning. Then we'll all strike out 'and look for the Indians."
~
"You'll leave the ladies here, of course?"
"Yes, I reckon that will be the best thing to do.
They will be as safe here as anywhere else, that's
sure."
·
It was long after supper before the cavalryman
found a fresh horse, and then mounting, he bade
good-night to our friends and the settlers, and set
out to. join the rest of the company. The news he
had brought to ·F razet's Rim created no little excitement. Already preparations were being made
for .an attack, and the women and children were
not a little frightened. Our hero had satisfied
himself pretty well that Taylor had tol.d a pretty
straight story, and that there really was no danger of the redskins gettinR' there that night. He
went about with his partners and the girls, calming the fears of the settlers, and in less than half
an hour he succeeded in doing so, though he adYised them to be on the watch. About the most
alarmed -pers.on in the settlement was Joel Creel>,
the store-keeper. He had often heard of smau
settlements being raided by bands' oi Indians, but
he had never experienced such a £hing, 8lld no
doubt he felt that if a big band of Sioux attacked
the place his store would suffer. Having quite a
lari?e stock, it worried him to think of such a
thing, and the chances are that he valued what he
owned more than he did his own life, to a certain
e:,,.tent, anyhow, It was quite a little after dark
when Wild and Arietta took a stroll over to the
store after having gone the -rounds of the entire
settlement. Creep was sitting outside the doorway, a rifle at his side. Sufficient light came from
the window near him to let Wild and Ariett see
that he had put on a clean shirt, and that the
trousers he had worn at the time the eggs were
smashed had been changed for another pair.
"Well, Mr. Creep, how's business?" the young
deadshot called out in his cool and easy way, as he
came and stood before him.
"Business!" came the teply. "I reckon there
won't be much business done now. The Injuns is
s posed to be comin here."
"Oh, well, they won't get here to-night, that's a
sure thing. There will be a troop of cavalry here
some.time to-morrow ,and I reckon there won't be
much of an attack. Th~ redskins will get cleaned
up in short order."
.
"Df n't you believe anything like that, Y ounw
Wild West," declared the store-keeper, shaking

.,
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his head. "It's a long way to the fort from here, out. You'll find me right on hand, Younir Wild
an' if there's only a company of cavalrymen West, if that ganir of Injuns does git here afore
camped within twenty-five miles, what' will that Uncle Sam's regulars arrive."
"I don't doubt that in the least,~ the boy deamount to?"
"A whole lot, I think. Why couldn't a company clared, and he did not, either, for there was someof cavalrymen clean up a couple of hundred red- thinir in the manner of the man that told plainly
skin.s ? Another thmg, there are lots of strong that he would put ·up a desperate resistance.
After having made a complete survey of the
horses here, and the people can hold them 8¥ily."
"The first thing the redskins will do will be to settlement,• Wild and Arietta returned to the
come right to my ~tore an' clean it out, I s'pose," camp, where a big fire was blazinir to light up the
_scene. They found Nick Salsbury and a few
and Creep shook his head sorrowfully.
"Maybe they will. But let's change the subject. others gathered there talking to Charlie and Jim.
When ·they came the ttalking instantly ceased and
... .
How are eggs selling now?"
"Tryin' to make fun of me, ain't yer 7•> snorted all eyes were turned upon them.
'Been takin' :a walk ttround, eh?" Salsbury said,
•
Creep.
"Oh, I didn't mean to b.urt your feelings. But as he greeted the young deadshot and his ~weet·
say, Mr. Creep, if you fe)j; pretty certain that heart with a smile.
"Yes," was the reply.
about three hundred Indians were going to attack
"What do you think of it1 then?" 4
the settlement to-night, and that you would lose
"Well, I J:!eckon the school:house would be big
all you had in the store, would you be willing to
give a few things' in the way of clothing and pro- enough to hold all the women and children in case
visions to the poor people living here, rather than of an attack. As it is built out of logs, they
would be pretty safe there. Some of the women
have the Indians take them or destroy them?"
"I wouldn't give a cent's worth ff I was dead could shoot from the. windows, too. Come right,
sure that I was goin' to lose it all the next down to it, Nick; I hardly think there will be any
loss of life, even if the redskins are bold enough
•
·
minute."
"What do you think of that, Et?" and Wild to come here. Anyhow, they are at least fifty
niiles away at the present time, if what Taylor
turned to his sweetheart and shook his head.
.
"A pretty hard-hearted ma , I should say," says can be relie upon.'~
"The place is most tioo big to be cleaned out,
Arietta answered, and then she turned to walk
away, for she teally did not like to be in the pres- unless it was done in the dead of the night when
no one was expectin' it;" the old hunter answered,
ence of such a man.
"If you was as old as I am, an' had put in the with a shrug of the shoulders. "Since we're ready
.11ame kind of an experience, I reckon you would for 'em, it ain't likely that enough Injuns could git
feel about the ame way, miss," Creep said, apolo- togethei, to do a whole lot of damage."
'rhe men remained at the- camp nearly an hour,
getically. "I've always found in my life-time that
no one was willin' to give me anything. What I and then bidding our friends good-night, turned
.R'()t I had to work for, an' work hard, at that. But and went to their homes, no doubt to pass a sleepsay, Young- Wild West," and he stepped over to less night.
As they were going away, Hop Wah slipped
our hero as he was about to follow his sweetheart.
around in the darknei,s and, touching Nick Sals•
''Wl\'at i!lait, Mr. Creep'!"
"Have you got any idea that I'm goin' to be bury on the arm, said in·a whisper:
"Me wantee gittee lillee tanglefoot."
·
cleaned out by the lnJuns?"
"Tanglefoot, eh?" the hunter answered, witlt a
"I couldn't say as to that. You're a pretty good
ftghtei, I suppose. You seemed to act that way grin. "Well, you'll have to go to the tore to ,rit
when you started to shoot the Chinaman and his it. Joel Creel! has got a government license an' ,.
his is the only )>lace here where it kin be got.'•
mule.''
"Maybe he no wantee sell me tanglefoot. He
"Let that thing drop, will yer? I" ain't h~ as
bad as you think I am. I may be mean an' all velly muchee mad 'boutee um eggs."
"Oh, I reckon he'll be glad enough to sell i\ to
that, but I can't help it. What I'm thinkin' about
you if you show him the money. But you had betnow is that maybe I'm goin' to be ruined.''
. "Might better lose everything you have in the ter 11ot take your mule with you.''
"Me no takee Jennie. She allee light now. She
world than lose .your life," Arietta spoke up.
Me go to um store, so be.''
"Oh, I ain't afraid of losin' my life, miss. eatee plenty g-las
"If you don't mind I'll go with yer. I ain't
You'll find me ready to fight, an' I'll fight jest as
much of a drinker, but I do like a drop of the old
hard as any of the rest if the Injuns come."
"It wouldn't take the redskins long to clean out stuff once in a while. Come on, heathen. I forgot
the place, would it, Et?" and Wild took a look at what your name is.''
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee flom China.''
the ramshackle building, which really was the
"All right, Hop Wah, trot right along with me."
•
.
largest one in the place.
It happened that the others were inclined to
"Oh, no," the girl said, quickly. "Tl:iey would
•oon go through it, and then set it on fire. 1· have sometlunJ? to drink, too, especially after
· hearing that Salisbury and Hop were going to the
think it ;would burn rapidly, too, Wild.''
"Hold op, there I" called out _Creep, excitedly. stqre, so~th~y all went ~er tliere, finding the p;o"You're making my flesh creep talkin' that Wfl.'Y.," pnetor ms1de now waiting on some customers.
"Making your flesh creep, eh?" and Wild At the rear end of the store there was a ·small
counter, . and it was behind this that the whisky
laughed lightly. "Well, your name is Greep."
The store-keeper hesitated a moment, and then part of the trade was carried on. There was
picking up his rifle, turned it toward an imaginary e,verything to_be had there that was needed by the
people living in that section of the country, and
foe aitt e;x:claimed:
"Let 'em comet I'll die before they'll clean me there being no saloon ~r hotel at the settlement.

•
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Creep carried on a prosperous liquor business as
well as in the regular line. When a crowd of cowboys came t.2.. Frazer's Run he usually did a lively
trade, buj; oWlerwise it was only an ordinary one.
Two men were leaning on the little counter in the
rear when they entered, and when they saw Hop
they began to laugh. This attracted the attention
of the proprietor, who looked up instantly.
"Hello!" he exclaimed. "What's that heathen·
doin' here, Nick?"
,
"He wants to buy somethin', an' he's got the
money to pay fof it," was the reply.
"Well, I suppose I'll ha~ to sell him wbat ·he
wants, then. That's what J'm here for, to accommodate people."
'
Hop walked up smiling'tmd aeting very meek.
"Me wantee lillee dlop of tanglefoot," he said,
nodding to the store-keeper. "Me nowantee some
eggs, so be."
"It's a · good thing you don't want no eggs,
'cause I wouldn't sell 'em to you no matter how
much you wanted to pay for 'em. You want a
drink, eh?"
"Lat light. Me wantee tleat um Melican man,
too, so be."
""Put down your money, then, heathen.''
Hop produced a buckskin bag which contained
more than a handful of gold and silver coins. He
dumped the contehts upon th~ coll11iter, and then
proceeded to put the pie~es back again, one at a
time~ The eyes of the store-keeper opened wide,
for it was a great deal more money than he expected the Chinaman would have. But it did not
take him long to put out the whisky, and just as
all had been, served Hop dropped the five-dollar
gold-piece he had been holding in his hand into
the bag and then put it in his pocket.
"Say/• Creep exclaimed, his eyes flashing, "what
did you do with that money you had in your
hand?"
"Oh, me forg_ittee. You wantee me pay for um
dllnks?" .
"I reckon I do. You don't s'pose I'm givin' the
~sky away, do yoµ?"
Hop £rinned and paid him the bill permitting
him to take it from the five-dollar gold-piece.
"How muchee you wantee for um quart of tanglefoot?" he ,asked.
'IFive dollars," was the quick reply.
''You puttee in um bottle, so be?" "Yes, if you have got one. If you ain't, I'll give
it to yer in a jug Tve £Ot here."
"Me gottee bottle," and then from somewhere
under his loose-fitting coat the Chinaman found
an ordinary quart bottle.
"That will do. Do you want me to fill for five
dollars?"
"Yes, lat light.''
.
Creep was not long in filling 'the bottle. He
placed a cork in it and pounded it down tightly,
and -then held on to it until Hop paid the five dollars. The clever Chinee had planned to play a
Joke on someboay., and he was very glad that he ·
ha.µ the chance to do it on the store-keeper. He
pulled a big yellow silk handkerchief from his
pocket, presumably for the purpose of mopping
his brow. But instead of doing so he let it drop
lightly over the bottle.
"Me no' wantee Young Wild West see, so be," he
eJ<.plained, nodding to those about him.
Then be began £oing through the form of wrap,,
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ping the bottle in the handkerchief, changing it
several times until he got it the way he wanted it.
But re:\lly he was not doing .that at all. He simply was using his gift of sleight-of-hand, and
when he got through the bottle of whisky was in
his pocket, while one filled with water was under
the handkerchief. The clever Chinee was about to
put the bottle and handkerchief in one of his
pockets when, as if it had just occurred to him, he
placed it back upon the bait and quickly removed
the handkerchief.
"Maybe me tastee to see if um good tanglefoot," h tfsaid, looking at the store-keeper.
• "Thinkin' I'm cheatin' yer, eh?" was the reply.
"Well, that's the same kind of stuff I gave you to
drink a little while ago.''
"Me bettee um fivee dollee lat um tanglefoot no
goodee."
"Oh, what's the use of me bettin' yer? You
would say it was no good, anyhpw.''
"Allee light, me bettee you fivee dollee lat no
tanglefoot in um bottle, so be'."
"What!"
The eyes of Creep opened wide, and he held up
the bottle to the Ught to make sure that it really
was filled almost £o the cork.
"Heathen," he said, with a shake of the head,
"you're tryin' "to make a fool of me. You wouldn't
bet no five dollars that there ain't no whisky in
that bottle.''
·
"Allee light, puttee up you mon~y."
Hop slipped five dollars upon the counter
quickly.
"Boys," Creep said, nodding to those standing
near, "here's where I make five dollars easy. I'm
goin' to take the wager. Yer all know that I ain't
no bettin' man, but I can't help bettin' this time,
'cause I'm a s~re winner.''
"Yer sartinly are," Nick declared, as he looked
at the Chinaman warningly.
"Allee light. We see 'boutee lat,". cam'e from
Hop.
Creep covered the five dollars and then quickly
drew the cork from the bottle. He poured some of
the contents in a glass, and as he did so he turned
pale and became very much excited.
"Whattee mattee ?" Hop asked, smilingly, and,
takiPg the glass from him, he handed it to Salsbury and told him to taste it.
•
This the old hunter did, and promptly .declared
that it was nothing but water. Amazed and confused, the store-keeper stood there while the settler poured glass after glass from the bottle, all
declaring it to be nothing but water. Hop scooped
up the ten dollars that was lying upon the counter,
and it promptly disappeared in his pocket.
"Now len," he said, "me wantee tanglefoot.
You tly to cheatee me.''
Creep tried his best to get out of it, but wh n
he found they were all convinced that he· really
had tried to cheat the Chinaman, he filled the bot. tle with whisky and gave it to Hop.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," the latter said, as
he left the store. "Me gottee two bottles of tanglefoot, and me no pay something: Hip hi,
hoolayl"
___ •
CHAPTE~ III.-Wild and His Partners Set Out
to Do Some Scouting.
The clever Chinee lost no time in gettiAf back
to the camp, and as soon as he got there he con•
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cealed the two bottles of liquor he had obtained
from the store-keeper so that if anything happened they would not be taken from him. It
quickly spread throughout the place how J <?el
Creep had tried to cheat one of Yo1;111g Wild
·west's Chinamen, and though some rmght have
wondered at it, they all seemed to think there was
nothing really strange about it. Nick Salsbury
came over to ·the camp again, for he was anxious
to hear what Young Wild West thought of it.
"I thought I'd have to come back, 'cause that
was one of the meanest things I ever heard tell of
Creep doin'," he said, after he had apologized for
al)pearing there again.
"What do you mean, . Nick?" our hero asked,
looking at him in surprise.
"Why, didn't Hop Wah tell yer about it?"
"He hasn't told us about anything. What do
l'ou mean?"
"Oh maybe he didn't want to let yer know what
he we:i.t to· the store for."
"He was over to the store, eh?"
"Yes, he went over there, an' he bought a bottle
of whisky, or he thought he did."
'Oh I understand now. I suppose Creep sold
h1m rl bottle of water instead."
"That's just it exactly. How did you. come to
guess it?"
"Oh, that's easy. That's very often done to
Hop, you know."
"Often done to him!" and the hunter looked at
him in amazement.
"Yes. You see, Hop is a very clever sleight-.ofhand performer, and he has a way of makmg
whisky turn to water sometimes."
"But it wasn't that way this time."
Then Salsbury proceeded to relate just what
had happened over at the store.
Of course, our friends readily understood how
Hop had played the trick on Creep, but they could
_ not help laughing just the same.
"Nick," the young deadshot said, when he had
finished his story, "Joel Creep may be a very
mean man, and up to all sorts of tricks, bu he
didn't sell the Chinaman water for whisky. If you
stop to think for a moment you ought to know
that he wouldn't. put up five dollars on a wager
that it was Wi isky in the bottle if he had put
water in it."
1
"That's so, too. I never thought of that. But
how kin water have got into the bottle, then, after
he put whisky in it?"
"Oh it wasn't the same bottle. The Chinaman
fooled' you all, that's the WflY of it.'1
"Well, by thunder! If he was able to fool us all
like that, I s'pose. he's entitled to two bottles of
whisky- for nothin'. It sorter does me good to
think he got the best of Creep, though. It's the
first time any one ever did, I'm mighty sure.''
The old hunter left soon after that, bidding
them all good-night for the second time. But he
did not stop untn he had made the rounds, and
told every one how the clever Chinee had deceived
them at the store and got the best of Creep. Of
course, it was not long in reaching the e~rs of the
i;tore-keeper, and when he realized that he had
been cheated, he became very wroth, and at once
set out for Young Wild West's camp, carrying his
rifle with him. The J?:irls were just about to retire
to their tent when he put in an appearance. The
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fire had bur~ed pretty low by this time, but it was
easy to recognize the man as he .approached.
"Say," he called out, making a threatening
move with his rifle, "I've come here to shoot that
smart heathen of yours. He robbed me, an' I kin
prove it."
Cheyenne Charlie promptly stepped 'forward
~nd took the rifle from his hand, and in no gentle
w.ay at 'that.
"What's the matter with you, anyhow?" the
scout demanded, making out he was very angry.
"This is the J,econd time you said you was goin' to
shoot Hop. We know all about it. You sold him
a bottle of water for whisky, an' then had nerve
enough to bet him five dollars that it w.as whisky.
You're a fool, you are.''
"I ain't no fool," and the store-keeper made a
grab for his rifle. "I told you I came over here to
shoot the heathen, an' I'm gain' to do it." .
"Hip hi! Lookee outee!" a voice called out
tlirough the darkness. "Um ledskins comee velly
muchee quickee. Evelybody gittee leddy."
Then a series of reports so'Unded, and .any one
not used to the tricks of the Chinaman certainly
would have taken it for granted that a volley of
shots were being fired. But it was really only a
pack of ordinary firecrackers exploding. Creep
uttered a startled cry, and then turned and fled
from the camp, leaving his rifle in the hands of
the scout.
"Hop," called out our hero, when the last of the
firecrackers had exploded, "you come here."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the meek reply,
and the Chinaman stepped forward very much
after the fa shion of a schoolboy who was about to
ht> thrashed by the t eacher. Before the boy could
do much talking to him a dozen or more of the
-settlers came hurrying to the spot to find out what
the disturbance meant. Charlie and Jim soon
made them understand that the Chinaman had
played a joke on the store-keeper, and then they
went away, laughing heartily.
"Now then, Hop," Wild said, sternly, when they
were again alone. "I understand that you obtained two quart bottles of whisky from the storekeeper."
- "Lat allee light, Misler Wild.''
"And you got them fo.r nothing, since after paying five dollars for one of them you won five dolars on a wager."
'Allee light, Misler Wild. Me knowee lat."
"Well, I want you to go and pay him for the
whisky right away or else return it to him."
Hop nodded, showing that he was willing to do
a s directed.
"Me takee one bottle backee, Misler Wild, and
me pay for ·um other o:rie," he said.
-'lVery well, see that you do."
Charlie wa..tched him sharply as he went to get
the bottle of whisky. Then when Hop started for
the store with it he crept around and found the
other bottle.
"Now then, Wild, I s'pose you want to take a
shot, don't yer?" he said, as he held out the bottle by the neck close to the fire · so the boy might
see it clearly.
"I reckon so, Charlie," and out came the everready revolver. .
Crack!
As the report rang out the bottle was smashed,
and the contents went
sizzling in the fire.
__ ___,
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Charlie held faat to the neck and let some of on I'd better spoil the game, 'cause I ain't got
the liquid fall into the palm of his hand. He time to star here an' watch it very long."
took a smell- of it, and then throwing the pieces
Net wishing to disturb the entire neighbarhood
of bottle away, he exclaimed:
by fi!ing a shot, the scout scratched his head
"Fooled ag'in, by jingo I That was nothin' but to think of a way that he might frighten those
a bottle of water, Wild. That heathen is alto- at the card table. Finally he decided to break
gether too smart for any of us."
a glass in the window, and call out that the red"Oh, there's no use in trying to get the best of skin~ were coming. G1:tting down from the porch,
laughingly.
declared,
him," the young deadshot
he picked up a good-sized stone and, stepping up,
"Let it go at that, Charlie. He has hidden the smashed a pane of glass, at the same time callinir
very
found
e
b
,
bottle of whisky where it can't
out:
eaaily. I reckon we may as well turn in now,
"Injunsl Look out!"
and let Jim take the· first watch."
Then he ran swiftly back to the camp, satisThe scout was quite willing to let it go, as the fied that he had broken up the poker game. Thia
JOUilg deadshot suggested, so a few minutes later proved to be the case, for it was not long after
the girls were in their tent and he followed the that when Hop appeared.
"Where have you been?" Wild demanded shak70ung deadshot into the one the male members
ing a finger at him and acting very stem. '
of the party occupied.
"Me play little gamee dliiw pokee in um store,
No mijtter if they were in a settlement or
mining camp, ox out upon the desert or in the Misler Wild," was the truthful reply.
"You did, eh? Did you win much?"
wilderness, Young Wild West and his friends
"Only 'boutee hundled dollee, Misler Wild.
always kept watch ~uring the night. When Jim
Somebody bleak um window and say ledskins
has served his time, Hop had not yet showed up, comee,
·
so we no play some more, so be."
and he informed the scout of the fact when he
A chuckle was heard inside the tent and then
came to relieve him. .
"All right. I'll bet a chaw of tobacco that he's Hop knew who it was who had brokei:'i. the wingot on friendly terms with that mean old store- dow.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie{ he said as he
keeperi an' is over there yet. Jest as like as not
he's p aying with him," was Charlie's declara- crept inside a minute later. 'Me no ca~e. Me
gottee um money. Me takee plenty sleepee now "
tion.
"It won't be very much sleep, heathen. Y~u
Jim retired and was soon sound asleep, and
then the acout 'had something to think about, for have only got about a couple of hours, I reckon
'
Hop still remained away from the camr, The so you had better make the best of it."
The night passed on and daylight came and
time drifted on, and everything waa stil in the
settlement, though it le doubtful if many of the shortly after that Wild aroused Wing. I;,_ domen living there were sleeping soundly, since . ing this he awakened the others, so soon all hancbJ
they feared the Indians might come at any mo- were out of the tent and moving about.
"No redskins yet, Wild," Jim Dart observed,
ment. Fina.Uy Charlie looked at hie watch and
found it was time to arouse Wild, for in two or as he took a look around.
"No, and I reckon they don't intend to come
three hours dayliifht would be showing.
"Well, Oharlie, the 7,oung deadshot said, as he here, either. That cavalryman got frightened a
came out of the tent, 'Hop hasn't got back yet, Uttle, I suppose. Well, as soon as '.Ve have eaten
breakfast we'll set out to scout for them. Then
eh?"
we'll join the regulars and see what can be done
''No. What do you think of it, Wild?"
"Oh, he's probably over at the store. There's to put down the uprising."
In less than an hour breakfast was ready, and
a light in it, if you take notice."
"Y011 I seen that over there. Do you know they all sat down and ate heartily. Nick Saleothers came UP' and expressed
pat lim goin' to dot I'zp. r,>in' to sneak over busy and some
themselves as betng glad that the Indians had not
~ an' see afore I tum in. '
Do as you like about it. I have had my aleep, appear~ during the night, though they feared
11114 I am 1oing to keep awake until to-morrow that they might come at any time,
have things ready for them if they
"You
nlcht now.
Bent upon findihg out what; was detaining the , do come, ' Wild told them. "We are going out to ,
tlever Ohinee, the scout slipped away in the dar-k- look for them, and If we should happen to find
_,. and soon reached the side of the store. H'.e them close by we'll come back in a hurq. Probalong to the window through which the ably we'll bring the oavall'yrnen with us. Then
w aliining, and after ste ing upon a box you can bet you will ·all be pretty safe. If we
ou:S. near at hand, was affe to see inside. happen to find out that they really mean to· atSitting about a table were four men, one of tack the settlement, and we are able to get here
,rhom was Hop and one Creep, the storekeep~. with the cavall'ymen, we will hide them so the
The other two .~ longed to the place, for Charlie redskins won't know they are here. Then they'll
J'8IIlembered of' having seen them before darkneBS get a surprise for fair."
set in. They were engaged in the old American
This pleased the old hunter and the rest, and
gamb~ game of draw poker, and things seemed they started to make the rounds to let every one
to be gomg along smoothly, though all but Hop in the settlement know what Young Wild West
wore rather long faces.
proposed to do. •
"So you're going to leave us here, eh, Wild?''
"Jest as I thought," Charlie muttered, a broad
grin oreepin over hie tanned and weather-beatl)n Arietta said, when she saw Wild saddling Spitfire,
3
face. "They re playin' for a mi~hty small ante. the sorrel stallion" that had carried him through
I kin see that much. But Hop will have all their so many dangers.
money if they stick to him long enough. I reek"I reckon that's the best way, little girl," waa
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the reply. "It won't h_ardly do to take you all out
upon the plains in sucn a time as this."
"I unde.stand. Well, all right, Wild. We'll stay
here and help fight the redskins in case they happen to attack the settlement before you get back.
I rather think we can do our share of the fighting."
"I know that well enough, Et. Now then, I am
going to bid you good-by. We'll be back by noon,
maybe, so just take it easy. I hardly think the
redskins will appear .before that time. Come on,
boys."
The last was said to Charlie and Jim, who
stood by their horses ready to mount. After bidding the girls another good-by, they all threw
them'5elves upon the backs of their horses. As
they started to ride away, a voice called out
sharply:
"Hip hi I Me comee, too, so be."
Turning they saw Hop galloping after them
on his piebald broncho, while close behind him
came Jennie, the trick mule.

CHAPTER IV.-Hop Falls Into the Hands of the
Redskins.
Young Wild West hesitated for a moment when
he saw the clever Chinee riding after them. But
he knew quite well that very Often the clever
Chinee was able to do things that were of material benefit to them, especially when they were
in a tight place.
"Are you goin' to let him go with us, Wild?"
Charlie asked, as he looked questioningly at the
young deadshot.
"I suppose so," was the reply.
"He m1glit have asked, though, instead of gittin'
ready an' not sayin' a word about it.'•
.
"Never mind that, Charlie. Let him come. I
wonder what he is bringing the mule with .him
for? He'll run a good chance pf losing it lf we
should happen to run across a bunch of redskins
unexpectedly.
"Jennie can run at a pretty fast clip, Wild," Jim
Dart spoke up. "She don't look it, but I have
noticed that she can get over the ground mighty
fast when she takes the notion.''
"The heathen has got somethin' up his sleeve,
an' ou kin bet on it," declared the scout. "He's
:fetchin' the blamed mule along, expectin' that
she'll come in handy for some of his funny •work.
That heathen jest likes to git among a gan~ of
bad redskins, an• then play some kind of a Joke
on 'em an' git away without losin' his hair. He's
done it so many times that I s'pose he never
thinks the time might come when he'll git his
medicine."
The three rode along a little slower, ·and it was
not long before Hop rode up. So well was the
trick mule trained that it was not necessary to
lead her by a rope, though Hop generally did this,
more for the form than anything else.
As it. was, he had a lariat coiled over the horn
of his saddle, and no doubt he would tie the end
of it about Jennie's neck before they got very
far from the settlement.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" Hop asked,
as it the scout objected to his going with
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"I don't see nothin' the matter with me, do
you?" came the quick reply.
"You no likee me comee, Misler Charlie.''
"Who said I didn't?"
"Oh, allee light, len. Maybe me velly muchee
mistakee.''
"I don't care whether you go with us or not.
But what in thunder did you bring the blamed
mule with yer for?"
"Jennie wantee comee velly muchee bad. She
askee me to lettee her comee, and me feelee solly,
so :me say yes. Jennie velly smartee mule, and me
velly smartee Chinee."
"Yes, so I reckon. The, e ain't much difference
between a mule an' a heathen, anyhow, 'in one
way.''
"Whattee way lat, Misler ·Charlie?"
"Well, they're both mighty dumb-lookin' thin~s."
"You nevee tellee by um looks, Misler Charlie,"
and Hop grinned broadly as he turned to look for
his pet, which was close behind him now. Of
cour~e. our friends attracted considerable attention from the settlers and their families as they
:rode away, and cheers went up on all sides until
they were nearly out of sight. The cavalrymen
had told thew the direction he had come after
seeing the bigoand of Indians, so Wild turned that
way, and it qVas not long before he found the trail
that had been made by a horseman.
"vren, boys," he said, as he brought the sorrel
stallion down to a walk, "I reckon this is the way
Ned Taylor of Company K callli. While we won't
be able to see the trail right along, all'"we need
do is to keep going in this direction. Now and
then we ma y take it up, but if -we don't we are
pretty sure that we are going toward the place
where the Indians are supposed to be.''
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply.
"Hop," the young deadshot observed, as he
turned rather sharply to the Chinaman "what
{lid you fetch the mule with you for?" '
"Me tellee Misler Charlie lillee while ago lat
she wantee comee velly muchee bad, so me bling
her," was the reply.
· "That's nonsense about her wanting to come.
Tell me why you brought her.''
'
"Me thlinkee maybe she helpee lillee bit, Misler
Wild.''
"Help a little bit, eh? You mean 'that in case
we got into a nest of redskins suddenly that Jennie will help us get out of it. Is that it?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Jennie velly smartee
mule. She helpee velly muchee. Me makee Jennie
kickee um stuffin's outtee bad ledskins. She kickee
velly nicee, Misler Wild."
"I know she can. But suppose the redskins take
a notion to riddle her with bullets. Then you'll
lose your ti;ick mule."
"All right, then. If you lose your mule it will be
your own fault. Now then, how !ast can Jennie
go? We are going to let our horses out a little."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. If Jennie no
ketchee, me waitee for her. You g light on.''
The young deadshot winked at his partners, and
then put the sorrel at a gallop~ Charlie and Jim
went after him like a couple of shots, and then
ca~e Hop, ½eeping up '!ith them pretty well,
while the trick mule trailed on behind, running
at a pace that was really surprising. But" it did
not last for mqre than five minutes. Then Hop
began to lag in order to keep close to his pet.
When they were a quarter of a mile ahead on a
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level stretch of prairie, Wild looked back, and
seeing how much they had gained upon Hop, he
promptly brought · his steed down to a canter.
Charlie and Jim quickly followed suit, and then
they rode on until they got to the crest of a
wooded ridge.
As they looked back they saw Hop coming not
far behind. He had a rope about the mule's neck
now, and was riding along in a way that showed
how contented he w;.i.s. Down the slope at the
other side of the ridge they went, and then they
suddenly picked up the trail of the cavalryman
again.
A few miles beyond a 'group of hills lay. For
the most part thev were covered with a dense
woods, but here and there big gray rocks could be
seen shining in the bright sunlight.
They were not more than ten miles from the
settlement, and it was probably that much further
to the hills.
"Well, boys," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, _"if· the redskins really had the
intention of making a raid upon the settlement,
we are likely to meet them when we get up among
those hills. The chances are that they would leave
qui~e early."
"Thatls right, Wild," Jim retorted, with a nod
of his head. "Redskins usually make an attack
upon a settlement in the day-time. They do it
with the expectation of surprising the women and
children, for they ]mow pretty well that all the
men are ' likely to be away, either attending to
their traps or hunting for game. The fact that
Taylor didn't let them see him would make it
appear that they think their intentions are not
known. But it seems to me that any chief who
would plan an attack upon a place of the size of
Frazer's Run would not show very good sense,
unless he had two or thr~ hundred braves at his;
back. and all were armed to the teeth."
"The reg,ular said there was two or three hundred of 'em, Jim," Charlie spoke up.
"I know he did. But a fellow is apt to stretch
things sometimes. If he saw as many as a bun-·
dred scattered about in camp he could easily
imagine that there were two or three times that
number."
"That's just the way I look at it, Jim," Young
Wild West declared. "I hardly think there are
more than a hundred, if there are that many. But
we'll soon find out, for 1f they have left their
camp and come this way, we are bound to meet
them inside of an hour or two."
There really was no great hurry, so they continued on afan easy pace, until finally after about
five miles had been covered Hop Wah came up.
"Is Jennie tired yet, Hop?" Wild asked, as he
turned and look~ at the little mule.
"No, Mi&ler Wild. She allee light. She likee
lun velly muchee fastee, so be."
But a good look at the animal was enough to
satisfy OU!' hero and his partners that what Hop
said was not altogether correct. The mule was
going leisurely now, and every now and then the
Jong ears would be thrown back as if she objected
to go at. such a pace.
"Boys,'' the young deadshot said, as he brought
his horse down to a walk, "since we have allowed Hop to fetch the mule along, we may as
well go at a slower clip. That little animal can't

stand it, and to keep up with our horses would
be impossible."
"Let the blamed heathen stay behind with the
mule, then,.'.' Charlie advised.
"Lat light, . Misler Wild. Me no wantee bully
vellv muchee fastee !" Hop exclaimed. "Me findee
you some timee."
"All right, then. We'll go on till we get to the
hills. You'll have no trouble in following the
trail."
Then the boy passed the word t~ his partners
and away the three galloped at top speed. Hop
did not try to quicken his pace one bit. He rode
along just as if he was merely taking a ride for
pleasure, and the mule kept on at a trot behind
him. In about five minutes the Chinaman could no
longer see Young Wild W~t and his partners, for
they had passed over a small rise that was covered with a growth of sagebrush. To the right.
was a small patch of timber, and to the left was
a broad stretch of prairie land, with nothing to
be seen but a blue sky, as it met the line of the
short grass.
A few minutes later Hop came to a brook. Jennie wanted a drink, it seemed, so he dismounted
and permitted her to help herself, while he took
a big cigar from one of his pockets and lighted it.
He also gave his broncho a drink, and then let
both animals nibble at the grass a ,few minutes.
"Now Jen, we go on," he said, speaking to the
animals as if they could understand him. "We
findee Misler Wild and Misler Charlie and Misler
Jim pletty soonee. Maybe we findee some ledskins,
too. Len we havee ,plenty fun. Me gottee evelythling fixee for um ledskins. Me shootee fire-clackers, and Jennie kickee velly muchee."
Though he did not really expect to run across
any lndians very soon, Hop certainly thought h6
was quite ready for them. He rode on for ·about
half an hour, and then as he happened to look
toward the timber to his right he gave a violent·
start, for coming out of it were as many as ten
redskins, all riding swiftly toward him.
"Hip hi!'' he exclaimed, turning to the trick
mule, and at the same time pulling her up closer.
"Um ledskins comee. We gottee lookee outee."
There was no chance to ride on and escape from~
the Indians. If they really were hostile, Hop was
bound t o be quicklv overhauled. He looked in the
direction Young Wild West and his pa rtnars
had gone, but of course, could see nothing of them.
Then he made up his mind that he would have to
trust to his cleverness if he got away alive. It
did not take him but a few seconds to m~ke up his
mind wllat to do, and then ne decided to ride
toward the Indians to meet them.
"Come on, Jennie. You velly nicee mule," he
called out, and then he swung his hroncho around
and went ahead at a trot . .
The redskins had not uttered a yell up to this
time, but when they saw their intended victim
riding to meet them, they made themselves heard.
· "Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop answered, at the same
time waving his hat.
Up came the ten Sioux braves. Hop noticed
that their faces were smeared with paint, and
then he knew that they were surely on the warpath. The fact that he had rtdden to meet them
instead of trying to get away was sufficient to
keep the redskins from firing on him, and when
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they rode up and surrounded him, none of them
even turned a weapon upon him.
The leader of the little band was a brave who
no doubt aspired to be a chief, for he wore quite a
few feathers in his hair, which was plaited and
wound about the top of his 'head.
"Velly nicee day, Misler Chief," Hop said, sm_iling blandly, as the leader rode up close to him
and grinned.
"Ugh!'' was the reply. "What the Chinee do
here?"
·
"Me 4akee lillee lide, so be. Me wantee findee
um town."
The Indians appeared to be much amused at
the Chinaman's apparent innocence. They soon
dismounted, and then a couple of them rudely
pulled Hop from his horse.
-"Whattee mattee?" the . heathen demanded,
looking at them in amazement. "You wantee
hurtee poor Chinee ?"
"Chinee heap much fool,' declared the chief.
Jennie appeared to be somewhat frightened. Her
long ears were thrown well back, and she stood
ae if she was ready to make a break at any
moment.
"Whatee mattee, poor lillee Jennie?" Hop said,
as he patted her on the neck. "Velly goodee ledskins. Ley no hurtee you."
·
It seemed that nearly all of the band co'llld understand what Hop said! While his pi~in-English might have been a little difficult for them,
they could get enough from what he said to catch
his meaning.
.
"Chinee look for palefaces," the young chief
said shaking a finger at the Chinaman as if he
was' threatening hi!n.
"You see palefaces?" Hop asked, showing
1'1"eat eagerness.
"Chinee want to find palefaces?"
"Lat light. Maybe you tellee me where we
findee.'
"Chinee heap much fool.''
"No Misler Chief. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Me gottee blother whattee fool Chinee, but me no
likee my blother. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee
likee my uncle."
This was all somewhat puzzling to the Sioux
braves It was evident that they took the Chinaman t~ be very innocent, and_ not worth 1:a,king the
trouble to tie with a rope. But one thmg about
ft was that they meaht to take him a prisoner,
and Hop was not long i?, disco~erin~ thi~. The
young chief spoke to his warriors m his own
language for a minute or two, and then four of the
braves stepped up close to Hop and commanded
him to mount his horse. He obeyed quickly enough .
'and then after a further exchange of words the
chief and five of them rode on, leavi~ Hop in
charge of the remaining four. One of them could
talk English fairly well, and, nodding his head to
the Chinaman, he said:
"You come or me kill and scalp heap much
quick."
"You wantee me go with you?" Hop asked,
somewhat surprised.
"Come, Jennie," Hop called out, shaking his
head sorrowfully. "Um ledskins allee samee
takee us plisoners. Maybe ley wantee killee. Lia
too bad"
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This caused a guttural laugh from the four
braves, but they promptly started ahead with
their prisoner..,and were soon going towatd the
patch of timber from which they had emerged in
such a hurry.
CH.APTER V.-Hop Wah as a Medicine Man.
Young Wild West and his partners rode on until
they reached the hills. Then after a halt of about
five minutes Wild decided to ride to the top of one
of them and look around. It was not difficult to
do this, since their horsesewere surerooted, and
when they finally got high enough to overlook
nearly all of the surrounding '"'Country they dismounted and, leaving the horses in a thicket, went
on to a big rock that was a short distance away.
The young deadshot climbed upon the rock, and
as he looked off to the left he saw a big band of
Indians at a halt, and less than a mile away. They
were in a wide ravine, and appeared to be taking things easy, though there were no signs of
a tepee or anything that would suggest it to be
a camp.
"There they are, boys," the young deadshot said,
as he quickly slid down the rock, thinking that he
might be seen if he remained there any length of
time. "There are quite a few of them, too. Take
a look and see what you make of it.''
Charlie and Jim .both took a ,ook, and they
agreed that there were as many as two hundred
in the band.
"I know what they're stopping there for, Wild,"
the scout declared, shaking his head and shrugging his shoulders. "They've sent out a scoutin'
party to find out how things are. They'll wait till
the party comes back, an' if everything is all right
they'll strike out straight for the set ement."
"You have got that right, Charlie," was the
smiling reply.
• ·
"Of course, I have. Ain't I seen the same thing
done lots of times."
"So have I, and Jim has, too."
"You bet I have!" Dart exclaimed. "What are
we going to do now, Wild?"
"Watch t}jj!m a few minutes, and then strike
out to find Ned Taylor and the rest of the cavalrymen," was the reply. "It looks as if it's a
sure thing that the Sioux mean to make a raid
upon Frazer's Run. There are enough of them to
clean out the place, if they go at it in tne right
way, so the quicker we get the regulars there the
better it will be."
The boy then climbed upo_n the rock again to
take another look. Suddenly he gave -a violent
start.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed. "If they haven't got
Hop, my name isn't Young Wild West. Four redskins are just taking him in the ravine, and the
mule is with them."
"Got Hop!" Cheyenne Charlie echoed. "How in
thunder could they have :wund him? It's a wonder they didn't run across us."
"Oh, I don't know, Charlie. I suppose they happened to appear just in time to see Hop. We were
quite a ways ahead, of course, and no doubt well
out of their sight. But they have got him, and
that means that we must take care of him. I am
sorry now that we let him accompany us,"
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"I was thinkin' it wasn't a good th!ng to do, but
I didn't say nothin'," the scout answered, shaking
.
his head.
"It make no difference whether we should
have let him come or not. He did come, and the
redskins have got him," Jim Dart said. "The
thing ;for us to do now is to get him away from
them. But it isn't going to be an easy thing to
do."
"A mighty hard thing to do, Jim. You may as
well say that," Charlie answered. "There's putty
nigh three hundred redskins down in that ravine,
an' if we kin git Hop away from 'em we'll be
<loin' one of the smart~t things we ever done in
all our lives. But we mustn't forgit that Hop has
a way of doin' things himself. Maybe he kin fool
'em an' git away without bein' helped. All we
ha"e got to do is t git putty close so we kin watch
wLat goes on, an' if he does fool 'em we'll be
ready to help him out."
Wild and Jim nodded assent to this, for there
· really was no other way to do. They all remained
there long enough to see that Hop was permitted
to walk about, and that his hands were free, and
then they went back to their horst:s, and, mountmg, rode around the top of the hill and proceeded
on down through the woods and .undergrowth in
the .direction of the ravine.
They were forced to change their course two
or three times before they got down, but once they
did, it did not take them more than a couple of
minutes to ride as close as they felt it advisable
to do;-- since they knew that if they were heard
approaching they would stand little chance of rescuing the clever Chi.nee. When they dismounted
they were able to hear the usual sounds that
came from a large gathering of men, though, of
course, theYi could not understand anything that
was being said.
It was just a sort of mumbling sound that came
to their ears, broken occasionally by the sharp
whinny of a horse, or a. shout that was no doubt
directed at the horses belonging to the Indians.
Wild deplored the delay }hat would necessarily
occur if they were going to remain there long
enough to assist Hop in mak,ing his escape. He
thought it over as he watchea the Indians from
behind the boulder where he had taken his station,
and he quickly decided to send Jim to find the
company of mounted regulars which Private Ned
Taylor liad spoken of. Then with the assistance
of the ,scout he would do all that could be done to
assist the luckless Chinaman.
"They don't seem to be gittin' ready to move,
even if them four redskins El.id come in with Hop
a prisoner," Cheyenne Charlie observed, after a
short silence.
"Nor they a1·e not treating Hop roughly,
either," Jim ventured.
"No," Wild retorted. with a shake of the head.
"They certainly are not going to move yet. See
here, boys, I have decided upon a plan of action.
Jim, you had better go and get your horse and
strike out to find the cavalry. Charlie and I will
remain here and see what can be done about
Hop's case."
"Just as you say, Wild," Jim answered, quickly.
"I won't be long in finqing them, since Taylor told
ns last night just about the way to go."
"Ver:rr well. Don't lose any time about it. Go on,

and may good luck go with you. Don't bring the
cavalry here, though. Take them to the &ettlement, for it is a pretty sure thing that the redskins are bent upon attacking it. Anyhow, with
only a company of regulars little or nothing can
be done as far as saving the Chinaman's life is
concerned. About the time the fighting began they
would put an end to him.- Strategy must be used,
and I am going to rely on Charlie's assistance and
straighten things out."
Jim nodded, and then putting out his hand shook
with his two partners and slipped away to get his
horse. Wild and Charlie heard him as he rode
away, but they knew the sounds could not reach
the ears of the Indians below them.
. ":~ow then, Charlie," the young deadshot said,
In his cool and easv way, as he nodded to his
crouching partner, "we'll see what we can do. -I
reckon it will be better for us to keep close together. They have got Hop hard ana fast, though
they haven't even tied his hands. Just now they
are all marching around in soldierly fashion and
taking a look at him as they pass. I suppose he is
quite a curiosity. I can see that he is nodding and
smiling just as he was an honored guest instead
pf a prisoner."
"That's the way of that heathen, Wild. If he
wasn't one of them kind it ain't likely he would
ever be a prisoner, 'cause he wouldn't hang around
where there would be a chance of it happenin'.
'fhat's the way he always wins out, too, by actin'
jest as if he didn't know there's anything like
danger.".
Wild smiled, for he-knew the scout had it just
right. ·When they had waited about five minutes,
so Jim would have a good chance to get away in
case they happened to draw the attention of the
Indians, the young deadshot nodded to his partner and then began creeping down among the
rocks closer to the ravine. It happened that there
was quite a slope just there, and it being partly
covered with bushes and rocks, thev had little
or no trouble in concealing their movements. They
went on down until they could not possibly go
any further without being discovered. But they
were only about forty yards from the nearest of
the Indians now, and that surely was close enough
for the present, anyhow.
The greater part of the Sioux warriors were
<'rowded down in the ravine, and it happened that
Hop remained at the end of the bunch nearest
our two friends. Tliis was somewhat encouraging,
though just how to reach them and lend .the necessary assistance neither Wild nor Charlie could
plan. Usually they depended upon luck, whether
it was good or bad, and they both were forced
to feel that way about it at this time. They could
hear Hop chattering away now, and could catch
some of the words. He was telling the redskins
a wonderful story about his uncle in China, and
some of them actually seemed to be interested in
it. Jennie, the trick mule, stood near him, winking her ears occasionally, and whenever Hop
called upon her to corroborate what he was saying she would nod her head.
"!>at light," thev heard the clever Chinee say,
as he nodded to the chief of the band, who was
standing befoi-e him, his arms folded across his
chest. "One day my uncle takee lide in a balloon.
You knowee whattee balloon ·is?" and he nodded
to the chief questioningly,
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~op loo½:ed a~ the pati~nt coolly, and: then squ·attmg beside him soon discovered that he"had been
lie."
wounded some time previous, and that he was
"Allee light. You listen."
suffering from a burning fever. Probably the
"Chinee heap much talk."
"Lat light, me talkee velly muchee. My uncle clever Chinee had never studied medicine, but·he
gittee in um big balloon and he sail for Melica. knew a lot about chemistry, as well as being a
He velly muchee high over• um sea when um clever sleight-of-hand performer. He also knew
balloon bustee. Len my uncle he fallee down, and what was good to allay a fever, and he had the
me comee 'long with Jennie and savee his life. ingredients right at hand to produce the desired
My uncle givee me two million dollee, for he feelee result. In a business-like WtiY he first examined
the wound, which had been caused by a bullet.
glad he no gittee killee."
"Man fall from a balloon over the sea. He It was just under the Indian's left arm, and the
drop down and the Chinee save his life. The mfile bullet had passed on through. Hop had such
walk on the water, and the · Chtnee walk on the things as ointment with him, and he called for
some water, and then carefully dressed the
water. Heap much lie," -declared the chief.
Wild and Charlie laughed in spite of them- wound, applying the oi,ptment. But the Indian
selves. While the situation no doubt w.as serious was so feverish that he barely took notice of
as far as Hop's captivity was concerned, he cer- what was being done to him, and it was evident
tainly was working things nicely, and the inter- that unless something relieved the high fever he
would die .
ested redskins crowded closer as he proceeded.
One of them became rather curious and began
Just as if there was no doubt of his being able
looking at the mule closely, at the same time try: to cure the man, Hop mixed a couple of powders
ing to make friends with her. Jennie submitted to in a gourd that was brfrnght him, and then lifted
this, because Hop did not signal to her to do ~ny- the Indian's head and told him to drink. There
thing else. The fact was that the clever • Chn1 ee was about half a glass of water to the mixture ·
had been forced to go with the four redskins until and it was very bitter. But the sick redski-C:
they came to the band that was waiting whfle • swallowed it readily, without making anything
the six were finding out how the land lay. He !rad like a disagreeable face.
been unfavorably impressed when he found there . "Le;e,:• said Hop, rismg to his feet and pointwere so many of the Indians, yet he was doing mg his mdex finger sharply at the chief. "Me
his best- to keep them off their guard, and was cure um si~kee man. You watchee. Me velly
simply waiting for an opportunity to make his smartee Chmee. Gleat medicine man in China.''
What it was that he had given the Indian canescape. He had no idea that Young Wild We~t or
his partners knew of the scrape he had fallen mto. not be said, but anyhow the results were wonderBut it mattered little. He meant to get away ful. The fever went down immediately, though
and of course, he wanted to take Jennie and his the action of the patient's heart subsided somebro~cho with )i.im. He had deceived the Indians what. He was very weak, but soon raised his
into believing that he had no such a t,hought as head feebly and called for something to eat.
trying to get away from them1 and had offered To Indians this is a sure sign of recovery when
to give them an entertainment if they would pay one of them is ,seriously ill, and then they all
looked upon the Chinam..an with something that
him well for it.
•
"You thinkee· me tellee a lie," he said, stepping was akin to awe.
"Heap much medicine man," the chief admitted,
up close to the chief and shaking a fing er at him
as
he
nodded
his head gravely.
impressively.
"Velly muchee medicine man," Hop retorted,
"Heap much lie. Chinee heap much-.fool, too." ·
smiling
blandly. "You givee me five dollee."
"Misler Chief," Hop said, rather sternly, "me"Red Jacket no got the paleface money."
allee samee great medicine man in China: Me
"Allee
light. You givee me um blank , len."
makee sickee people well, and well people s1ckee.
"Ihld Jacket no give the Chinee medicine man
Maybe you wantee be sickee. Me fi.xee velly
anything."
muchee quickee."
"?ou velly muchee mean," declared Hop, turn"Chinee heap much medicine man?" and the
ing
in disgust and walking a few steps away.
chief nodded and looked at him sharply.
But
just then one of the braves brought a por"Vellv muchee."
"Ugh! He talk like ~ big fool_ and tell hf:ap tion of cooked dogmeat to the sick redskin, and
much lie. Red Jacket will make him cure a sick he began eating ravenously. This action on his
part caused those who had witnessed the quick
man, or he will die.''
"Lat allee light. You showee me um sickee cure to believe in the Chinee medicine man thoman and me fixee velly muchee," and then Hop roughly.
"Allee ligb-t, Misler Chief," Hop said, as he
took something from his pocket, which was nothing more than a litt~e leather e:ase th~t con- stepped over to Red Jacket. "Me no charge you
tained a -number of vrals, each with a different something. Me velly glad me hclpee you fliend."
"Sick man Red Ja.,cket's brother," was the recolored powder in them.
,
No doubt the Indians had seen such cases be- ply. "Heap much. brave, heap much fight. Take
fore and they- looked somewhat surprised .. Chief plenty paleface scalps."
"Me no care takee plenty paleface scalps. Me
Red' Jacket, as he called himself, however, smiled
scornful].y and then taking the Chinaman by the go now. Me wantee fi.ndee um town."
Hop saw his piebald broncho standing where it
arm conducted him over to a big rock, where for
the first time Wild and Charlie noticed that an had been left when he was forced to dismoul\t
Indian was lying upon a blanket at fuU length. on arriving at the ravine . • It happened that the
The mule walked right behind Hopi just as if she animal was well awar from the majority of the
had been a pet dog, instead of a httle m,ule that band. •Without saying anything further he
80Dle wouli have thought to be almost worthless. started for the horse, the trick mule following
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as a niatte:tt of course. The Indians gathered
about looked questioningly at the chief, who
seemed undecided as to what he should do. However, he started after the Chinaman, and just as
Hop was about to mount the broncho, Red Jacket
laid a heavy hand upon his arm and said:
"Chinee pedicine man no go. He must stay
with Red Jacket and his warriors."
"Kickee, Jennie!" Hop called out quickly, and
then as quick as a flash he pulled from under his
coat the. big pistol he always carried and fired
a shot in the air. The mule wheeled around
and let fly with her heels, catching Red Jacket
squarely · in the pit of the stomach. Over he
went, and then away the mule dashed, Hop following upon hfs broncho.
-

CHAPTER VI.-Hop Loses Jennie.

•

Young Wild , West and Cheyenne Charlie were
expecting something of the kind to happen, for
the instant they f',aw the clever Chinee moving
his horse it was to be supposed that he meant to
try and make his escape.
·
When he fired the shot over his head and the
mule bowled the chief over so easily, the two
waited long enough to see that Hop was getting
a good lead, and then they turned and hurried
up the slope to where they had left their horses.
The Indians were yelling now and it was no
doubt that some of them had mo~nted and started
in pursuit. But Wild and Charlie did not stop
to look any further. Reachi:qg their horses, they
mounted and then rode away, mnking a short
cut so they could overtake Hop and aid him. Over
the crest of a hill they ~ode at a gallop, and then
as they started to go down on the other side, they
saw the Chinaman riding slightly toward them.
The trick mule was ga1loping her best, and something like a hundred yards behind her came a
dozen or more mounted braves, all of them shouting themselves hoarse. It was quite evident that
they had no intention of shooting the escaping
Chirl.aman, for since he had shown his prowess
as a medicine man they were really afraid to do
it. But the chief had given them orders to capture him, and they were trying their utmost to do
it.
•
,
"Come on, Charlie. There are only about a
dozen of them, and it is hardly likely that any
more will come, for if a dozen can't catch the
Chinaman a hundred certainly couldn't do it,
since they want to take him alive, it seems."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered, a
grim smile showing on his tanned and weatherbeaten face. "Let· yourself go. I'll keep as close
as I kin to yer, though I know my .nag can't keep
up with Spitfire."
"I'll see to it that Spitfiie don't go too fast for
you. Just follow me."
•
Then the boy turned slightly to the right, for
he figured that they would be able to join Hop
at a point about a quarter of a mile away. The
only thing about it was that Hop was apt to lose
Jennie, for the little creature was beginuing to
lag. Through a small patch of woods the young
deadshot and the scout rode, and as they burst
through it the Indians saw them fo:r. the first
time. The foremost brave was now up with the
mule. but he did not seem to pay any attention

to her. He was swinging a lariat, which told
quite plainly that he meant to lasso the Chinaman when he got close enough. Hop looked
around in a despairing sort of way, but when he
saw that the Indian did not catch the mule he
shook his fist dejiantly, and then fired another
shot from his pis'fol. A blue streak of fire went
from it, and as it had been red fire the first time,
the Indians were somewhat surprised, and it
caused them to slacken their pace a little. But
they had seen the two riders come out of the
'1'ees now, and they deemed it wise to look out
for them, it s~m~. Wild and Charlie were not
more than two hundred yards distant, and each
had a rifle in readiness to fire in case it was necessary. Seeing this, one of the braves in the rear
turned his horse to ftde back, evidently for the
purpose of notifying the rest of the band of the
near presence of the palefaces.
. "D_rop that fellow's horse, Charlie," Wild said,
m his cool and easy way, as he nodded to his
partner, who was but a few feet behind him.
"Right yer are, Wild, though I think I'd better
drop the redskin."
"No, the horse."
Charlie nodded, and then his rifle quickly spoke.
:Pown went the ho~, throwing the Indian head•
• long <;>ver its head. The purpose had been accomp_hshed, but the shot caused the Indians to
retaliate, ~nd. three or four of them instantly
turned their rifles upon the two and opened fire.
The bullets came uncomfortably close to them,
and realizing that it was about time to shoot
the Indians in~tea~ or t~eir. horses,. Young Wild
West fired twice _m .quick succession, and two
saddles were el'l1:ptled. The scout uttered a shout
and be~an bangmg away a:3 fast as ~e could pull
the tri_gger, the result bemg that m less than
two mmutes there was b~t on~ redskin left in
the saddle, an_d he was still bearing down upon
the ~lever Chmee, who h!id . slacke~e1 the pace
of his horse,. no do~bt WlShmg to JOm tl?,e two
who had assisted 1nm. The mule was still following h_er master, a rope trailing from her
neck. Wild rode out to her and called out sharply:
"Come here, Jennie!"
The intelligent animal knew her name, but
aid not slacken the pace a bit. Wild rode on up
close and managed to get hold of the rope, and
then he rode on after Charlie, who was bent
upon catching the solitary Indian.
Crack, crack I
·
The redskin realized that he was in a trap, and
he turned quickly and opened fire upon the scout.
That was quite enough. Charlie had no further
desire to take him alive, and one sharp report
from his rifle settled the business. But the loud
yelling that could be heard from the ravine told
our friends that it would not be many minutes
before a horde would be in hot pursuit. How to
get away and take the trick mule with them was
a puzzle. They might easily have accomplished
it by leaving Jennie behind, but the fact was
that both Wild and Charlie thought a great deal
of the mu1e, for they had never seen one that
showed half the intelligence.
"I reckon the blamed mule kin take care of
herself, Wild," the scout called out. "This ain't
no time to sympathize with dumb animals. We've
got to git away, an' that's all there is to it."
The young deadshot nodded, for ~e knew that
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what the scout said was the truth. Reachin~ a for they will sartinly want to take .a look at the
clump of thick bushes, he pulled upon the rope dead ones," Cheyenne. Charlie exclaimed, as a
and managed to get the mule close to his side. grim smile shone on his face. Wild nodded, and
Then he struck her gently on the neck and turned motioned for him to come on. They were now
back into the bushes. Hop was at a halt now, · less than ten miles from the settlement, and the
and he called out sharply:
young deadshot felt that the pursuit would soon
"Me wantee Jennie, Misler Wild."
end, unless the old chief really meant to ride up
"Never mind Jennie," came the reply. "You and make an attack.
ride on as fast as you can."
But the scout became satisfied that such was not
" llee light," came the reluctant reply, and his intention, for when they struck the level
then away he galloped, for he knew his horse was stretch of prairie and looked back they could no
not nearly as speedy as Charlie's and of course longer see their pursuers. It was the same when
would stand no chance of keeping up with the they had covered three miles, . and then they
sorrel stallion. It looked as if they were · going brought their horses down to a walk to give them
to have a long chase of it, but our friends had the rest they needed.
turned toward the settlement, realizing that they
"Hop," the scout said, shaltj.ng his head at the
should get there as soon -as possible. Whether clever Chinee, "I r.eckon th~ next time you want to
the entire band of Indians would keep on after go with us y-0u'll leave Jennie horn)'!,"
them and ride right to the place they did not
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. But maybe me no
know. But it was hardly likely that they would, . have Jennie some more, so be. Um ledskins maybe
since they would surely be seen approaching, al'ld killee her."
might expect a stiff resistance from the settlers.
"I don't think they'll do that.- What do tpey
At the tireless lope that is so common to the want to kill a little mule for? It ain't likely they'll
horses of the West and Southwest, the three gal- think the meat wi,l.l be worth eatin', an' what else
foped on, Hop still in the lead. In a few rr.inutes would they want to do it for?"
Wild rode up close to his side, and then Hop
"Me hope you allee samee light, Misler Charlie.
turned,- and, shaking his head sadly, called out: Me likee Jennie velly muchee."
"Poor Jennie!"
They continued ou. riding at an easy pace, and
"It can't be helped, Hop," was the reply. "But just as they were within a couple of miles of the
I reckon you'll find her again. It's a case of sav- settlement they saw a party of about fort[ horseing our lives now, you know."
men riding toward them. The glitter o sabers
"Um ledskins rio killee Chinese medicine man, could be seen in the sunlight, so they all knew
Misler Wild. Me wantee ·go back."
right away that the cavalry was coming. As they
"You keep right on as you are."
drew a little nearer they ' readily distinguished
. That settled it, for the boy spoke in a stern Jirr. Dart riding with the hol'semen1 and then they
voice, and Hop was not the one to refuse to do knew that he had succeeded in finding the comas he was directed. Over level stretches, doYm pany of regulars.
•
through valleys and up over hills the three galshouted
Whoopee,
hooray!
"Hooray,
loped on. They could hear the yelling of the In- Cheyenne Charlie, waving hiswhoopee!"
hat. "This has
dians occasionally, and when they looked back qeen
a scrumptious time we've had. I s'pose
were able to see them nearly half a mile behind if it quite
hadn't been for Hop goin' with us there
them. Every time the redskins saw the . three wouldn't
have been much happenin' to amount to
fugitives they would yell, so even when our
anythin?' It's too bad he lost the blamed mule,
friends did not see them they could tell when they though.'
•
were observed themselves.
"Velly muchee bad, Misler Cha~lie," Hop said,
"We;ve got 'em all right, Wild. They can't sadly.
ketch up .in a week," Charlie declared, as he
Two minutes later they met Jim an he cavallooked back and saw that the redskins had not
gained a bit. The young deadshot nodded, but rymen. Ned Taylor was one of them, and he rode
made no reply. He was doing his best to en- U}l aittlo,.shook the hands of. Wild and Charlie.
courage Hop's broncho to keep up the pace, and Tliere was considerable talking then, and Wild
was succeeding admirably. As they struck a _ was quickly introduced to Captain Johnson, of
.narrow path which rounded about the foot of a Comifany K. which only contained about forty
cliff, ther suddenly came upon the Indians who men, since they had suffered in a disastrous fight •
had gone on ahead after Hop was delivered to two weeks before.
The captain was very courteous to the young
the four to be taken to the main band. The six
Sioux were as much surprised as our friends deadshot, for he had heard · considera;ble about
were, and before either party could slaken the him, and what he had done and was capable Qf
doing.
.pace, they came right together.
"I am waiting to be advised by you, Young
"Hip hi!" shouted Hop, excitedly. "Lookee
Wild West," he said, when there came a lull in
outtee. • Um ledskins wantee shootee."
Crack! One of the braves did fire a shot, and the conversation.
the bullet narrowly missed Hop's head. That
"All right, captain. That being the case, I
was quite sufficient tc, start Cheyenne Charlie go- don't know of anything better to do than to
ing, and his revolver began cracking away as go right on into Fyazer's Run. It's a pretty sure
fast as he could pull the trigger. It was what thing that the redskins intend to make a raid
might be called a rapid fire fight, and was soon there. They number about three hundred, and
over, for Young Wild West and the scout seldom I suppose they will make a . lively time of it,,.for a
missed when they shot to kill, and the riderless while."
horses were soon seen galloping in every ~irec"Oh, we don't care if there are four hundred,"
tion.
was the quick reply. "T.his company of men which
"I reckon that will stop the rest of 'em a while, I happen to be in charge of at the present is called
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the Reckless Regulars ar:d the men all pride ;move around. But Wild knew they would probthemselves on being able to go through a band of a-bly come from that direction for the first charge,
redskins like chained lightning."
anyhow.
"It's all right to be reckless," and the boy
"Get the women and children to safe places,"
shook his head and smiled, "but I don't think it he called out. "Don't let the cavalrymen show
would he at all advisable to make a charge upon themselves at all. This is only going to be a prethree hundred redskins who are wearing their liminary fight, and there is no danger of any one
war paint and who are well armed. Just. take it • being hurt."
easy and stay here at the settlement, and if they
Arietta did not go with them, since they were
do make 'll.n attack we'll be able to hold them off going to climb upon the building, but ·•e deand perhaps whip them completely without being dared that she would do her part right .from the
assisted any further. I suppose a big detachment camp. Anna and Eloise also were ready with
will be coming over this way, for they must cer- their rifles, and refused to leave the spot, detainly know about the outbreak among the Sioux." claring that there Was no real danger yet, and
·"I doubt if there will be any more cavalrymen it would be time enough for them to iet to cover
to be seen here inside of a couple of days. But when the redskins got dangerously close.
never mind, Young Wild West. Wait until you
Up on the roof of the schoolhouse Young Wild
see my Reckless Regulars in action."
·
West a~d his partners quickly climbed. Salsbury
The iboy nodded, thinkini it advisable not to say and his men were right after them, and when
anything more, and they rode along with the com- they were all lying at full length with their rifles
. pany and soon reached the settlement.
-ihrust ove1; the :ridge, the roung deadshot gave a.
The girls wanted to hear all about what had · nod of satisfaction and said:
happened and Wild did no hesitate to tell them,
"Now then, boys, I reckon we can stay here for
also detailing Hop's experience ana his loss of the a while, anyhow. Just keep your eyes open, and
mule. During the day a number of people came •don't any one fire a shot until I g\Ve the word."
into the settlement for protection from the InIt was not more than a minute . after that bedians. Wild then advised Nick Salsbury to see to fore as many as fifty mounted redskins rode from
it that all the men in the place were armed.
behind the clump of trees. There was no yelling
Jim Dart later on climbed a tree to see if any to be heard from them, but they came straight
of the redskins were approaching. No Indians were for the settlement, and when about a- quarter of
made out, but what was his surprise when he saw a mile from the nearest of the houses they halted.
Hop's trick mule coming over the prairie. When Then a.bout a hundred _more appeared from the
Hop learned this he was joyous, and mounted his left, and almost at the same time a like number
horse and- rode out to meet Jennie, coming back came around from behind a patch of timber at
with her shortly after. After a little while Mike . the other side.
espied a redskin on a horse riding stealthily - "Boys," said Young Wild West, in his cool and
through the thick SCfUb a little off to the left easy way, "I reckon there's no need of letting
and raising his rifle he took a quick aim, fired, them ff.et together to make a charge. Are you
and soon a riderless horse was seen galloping ready? '
away over the plain.
"Yes," came the reply from every man.

•
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CHAPTER VII.-Wild's Advice Is Taken By
•
The Regulars.

•

Satisi9d that it would not be very long before
the entire band of redskins would show themselves, Young Wild West decided to get.;bie sh~shooters together, and be ready for them. . He
looked about the settlement and soon decided that
the roof of the log schoolhouse would be about
the best place to shoot from. It was a. peaked
roof, and the eaves were not more than ten feet ·
from the ground. There was :vot too much of a
slant to it, so they could easily crawl up to the
top, and then lying at full length, would be aNe
to shoot as fast as they wished to, at the same
time having a rest for their 1·ifles.
"Nick," said the boy, turning to the old settler, "come qn. We are going over and get upOQ
.the schoolhouse roof. Then we'll be able to see
them if they hapP,en to come."
•
"Good enough, ' came the reply. "Come on,
1
boys. Here's where we re goin' to do some sharpshootin'. We're goin' to mow down them redskins
jest as; fa.st as they show up."
As soon as it was learned what they intended
to do, willing hands lent assis.tance, and boxes
and barrels were taken to the rude of the schoolhouse that was directly opposite to the point from
which the Indians would come, unless they should

Already the settlers had covered the first group
of redskins, and the shooting began right away.
Volley after volley rang out, and the Sioux br~ves
fell right and 1.eft, the survivors scattering and
riding away for their lives. Wild ke{lt his attention turned to the big party on the nght, and he
did not stop until he had fired fourteen shots into
their ranks. It is doubtful of one if the bullets
went astray, and the result was that even though
they were · in such vast numbers, the redskins
quickly withdrew. Charlie and Jim had been
shooting to the left, and so had Arietta from the
camp, and in ten minutes from the tiJne the first
of them had appeared they were in full retreat.
"That isn't so bad, boys," the young dead.shot
said, smiling, ea he nodded to the settlers. "I
reckon we have thinned them out a little. This
uprising is going to be put down before sunset
·to-night, or my name isn't Young Wild West."
"Hooray hooray!" shouted Nick · salsbury.
"This is what I call a regular picnic. There ain't
enoush in that crowd to ~ver reach Frazer's Run.
They would all be shot d~wn afore they could git
here."
· Just then the sound of a bugle was heard and,
looking over toward the s;tore, Wild saw Captain
Johnson ride from behind it, followed by his full
force. '
•~Hello, there, Captain Johnson!" he shouted, as
he stood upon the ridge of the roof. "Come over
here."
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"Why, I mean it is nothing less than suicide if
No doubt the officer heard what he slrid, but
he simply shook his head, and waving his hat, you keep right on as you are going now."
"You think they will ambush us, eh?"
rode out of the settlement straight after the
"Certainly they will."
routed redskins.
"Well, you never saw my men in action, did
"That fellow is a fool," our hero declared, nod·
ding to Charlie, who was next to him on the roof. you?"
"No, I must say that I never have."
"I reckon we had better get dovrn from here and
"Just you hang back a little and watch, then.
follow them. Perhaps I can convince him that
he shouldn't attempt to riae after tfie Sioux. The redskins will not have a ghost of a show."
"See here, captain," the boy said, rather sharpWhy, they could easily ambuah him and clean
out the-whole company. Come on, Charlie. Come ly, "I thought you meant to protect the settlers
·
at Frazer's Run."
on, Jim."
"I do."
Then the young deadshc,t quickly slid down the
"Well, then, turn back and remain there and
roof and dropped to the ground. His two partners followed him, but the settlers remained wait for the Indians, instead of courting death
where they were, no doubt expecting to gdt an- by ritjng into an ' ambush."
The captain rode out to the right and, slackenother chance to show how well they could shoot
ing the pace of his horse, shouted for the men
at long range.
Wild led the way back to the camp and pro- to come to a halt. Somewhat surprised, they did
~
ceeded to saddle hi.s horse.
80.
"Boys, said Johnson, shaking his -head as if hi)
"What now, Wild?" Arietta asked, as she ran
:felt sad over it, "Young Wild West don't want
to him, rifle in hand.
"You see the Reckless Regulars, as they call us to ride' into an ambush, so we had better turn
back to the settlement and wait for the Indian,
themselves,leaving, don't 7ou?"
to make the attack. It is our duty to protect
"Yes. What are they domg it for?"
"They are going after the redskins. No doubt those living there, you know. Come on."
The bugle sounded, and around swung the
they think they can clean them up in no time."
"What is the matter with that capt8ill, any- horsemen. Just as they were starting to ride
way?" and Arietta shook her head wonderingly. back a 'fierce yell sounded from the woods and
"A little too reckless, that's all, Et. But I then as man¥ as a hundred Sioux burst fr~m it
and came ridmg toward the cavalry. Then Young
reckon we'll be in time to save them."
Wild West and his partners were treated to a
J'l'd like to go with you, Wild."
"Don't think of such a thing, Et. I want you fine exhibition ·of skirmishing. Certainly the
to remain right here. The chances are now that Reckless Regulars were a well disciplined force,
the Sioux will split into two or three parties and and they were trained to the top notch. Their
attack the settlement from different directions. carbines spoke sharply as they beat a retreat,
Just now the thing to do is to save the company and the rush of the approaching Indians was
checked somewhat. Wild, of course, used his rifle
of cavalry."
great advantage, and so did Charlie and Jim,
It did not take Charlie and Jim long to get to
the result being that even though there was a
their horses ready, and then the three mounted large
force of them, the Sioux warriors drew
and quickly rode away after the Reckless Reg- back and
made for the woods again.
ulars, who had a lead of nearly a quarter of a •
"A ftne lot of fighters you· have, Captain Johnmile oy this time. Rapidly the three gained uuon
them, and when they were not more than a hun- son," our hero said1 as he rode up to the capdred ·yarda behind, Captain J ohnaon turned and tain. "But you will now understand what I
waved his hand to them, motion!Iig for them to meant when I advised you not to go, to the woods
over there. They were waiting for you, and they
come on.
surely would have annihilated you if you had not
deadyoung
the
right,"
all
coming
are
"Oh, we
·
tllrned to go back."
you
to
stick
we
if
reckon
I
"but
shot answered,
West, but I
Wild
Young
that,
doubt
J:ather
"I
will
something
going
now
are
you
as
on
keep
and
own way
your
have
to
you
allow
to
going
am
us."
suit
altogether
won't
happen that
has even
man
a
not
and
are,
we
Here
it.
about
by
heard
be
to
enough
loud
He did not speak
the redsuppose
I
though
wounded,
slightly
be~n
he
what
knew
partners
his
but
the cavalrymen,
fired as many as a hundred shots
meant. The young deadshot urged Spitfire to a skins must have
of fighting."
faster gait, and leaving Charlie and Jim sli~htly inside of the five minutes
"Yes; but they were firing wildly then. If you
in the rear, he dashed up and was soon nding
. had got up close to the woods, say about forty
beside the captain.
open fire on you,
"We have got them on the run now, and we yards from it, and they should
There would
may as well keep them going," the officer said, as what would have happened then? when
it was
he leaned over and shouted so the boy might hear have been mighty few of you left
over, and the horses would have gone down, too,
him.
"Captain, you are not really going to ride right undoubtedly."
The captain smiled. He certainly had a great
to that patch of woods, are you?" the boy asked.
"Yes, and right through it. We are going opinion of himself, an,si .also of the men he comto make a hole through that band of redskins manded. But he seemed willjng to give ih to the
that will 1:ie so large that there won't be any- judgment of the young deadshot, and so they all
canter ed back and soon reached the settlement
thing left a.round the edges."
"There is no use in my advising you what to again. Now that the Indians knew of. their pres• ence there, it was not necessary to ·hide themdo, then."
"Advising me what to do! What do you mean, selves, so the regulars pitched their camp in the
open spot before the store .
:Young Wild West?"
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Creep was waiting upon a woman, who was buying a few things in th!! way of groceries, when
Hop Wah and Captain Johnson walked leisurely
·
in.
"Velly nicee day,'' the clever Chinee ventured,
at the same time bowing and smiling to the store.
·
·
keeper.
"A beautiful day," added the captain, who
somehow seemed to see fun ahead, even though
he did not know what Hop was capable of doing.
"ls that you, Captain Johnson?" Creep asked,
looking up from the scales as he was weighing
•
something.
"Yes, that's who it is, Mr. Creep."
"Well, if you will just wait a minute till I git
through with this woman, I'll attend to you.
Want to buy some.thin', I s'pose?"
"No, I don't know as I want to make a purchase.
I just came in with this fellow," and he nodded
•
to Hop.
"Me wantee buy some eggs," Hop· said, in a
tantalizing way.
Creep snorted and went on waiting upon his
customer. When he had :finished and the woman
started to go out, he walked over to the Chinaman and exclaimed:
"See here, you heathen," what do you want, any·
how?'~
"Me wantee buy some tanglefoot," came the
quick reply.
Creep looked at him suspiciously, and then
turned to go to the little counter at the rear end
.of the store.
"Come on," he said. "As long as you have got
money to pay for it I'll sell you anything I have
that 1s for sale."
"You wantee lillee dlink, Misler CAptain?" Hop
said, turning to his companion.
"No, excuse me," was the reply. "But I'll go
to the counter with you."
Curious to see what the Chinaman wanted in
the store, several of the settlers now came in.
Creep scowled, for he knew well enough that none
of them wanted to purchase anything.
"Hurry up, hea:th.en," he said, tartly.
"Me wantee um quart of tangle.foot," Hop retorted.
.
. "Got a bottle?"
"Yes, me gottee bottle," and one was quickly
produced from under his coat, much to the surprise of the captain.
The store-keeper promptly ,filled the bottle, and
then held tightly to it until Hop put the money on
the counter.
"Now then," he said, "I want you to understand
that there ain't goin' to be no foolin' about this.
This is whisky I'm sellin' yer, so don't try to make
out that it ain't. You hand me five dollars arf
I'll hand you the bottle, an' that closes the deal."
"Me bettee you five dollee lat you gottee water
in um bottle," Hop retorted, quickly.
· Creep knew better than this, but since he had
been fooled before he was not inclined to make
·
the wager.
"I'm not goin' to bet a cent," he snorted. "Hand
over the five dollars."
CHAPTER · VIII.-Hop and the Store-Keeper
Hop laid a five-dollar gold-piece upon the bar,
Again.
and then took the bottle. As Creep reached to
The business had not suspended at the store, pick up the coin it suddenly flipped away from
even thofigh the women and children of the settfe- him, and he looked wildly around for it. It hapment were in a frightened and anxious state. Joel pened that :A:op had his back turned at that m~

The inhabitants of Frazer's Run crowded about
them and looked admv-ingly upon them, at the
same time congratulating them upon the exhibition
I they had given.
"Oh, it is nothing," Captain Joh11son said to
, one of the women who seemed to be very thankful
that the Indians had been driven back. "Don't
"l;Ter think that any redskins will harm you, lady.
The Reckless Regulars will never permit them to
get close enough to do it."
But there was one man there w.ho seemed to
have his doubts about this.
It was Joel Creep, the store-keeper. Ever since
he had heard that the Indians were likely to attack
the settlement at any time he had .b een in a state
of worriment. He had climbed upon thw:oof of
his building and had seen the vast crowd- of redskin warriors, and he was now in a worse state
of fear than ever.
"Why didn't you keep right on at them while
you had them goin'?" he said to the captain.
"That's what I would have done if it Juid not
been that Young Wild West advised us to come
•
back here.""Huh! What's Young Wild West got to do with
it?"
"A whole lot, I think. I happen to know that
he holds a legal document to the effect that he can
pass and re.pass through the lines of any regiment
or company, and that he is recommended as one
as capable of giving advice. He is known as one
of the best scouts that ever did service for the
regular army."
"That boy?" and the store-keeper shot a glance
at our hero, who was standing a short distance
away talking to the girls, who had left the camp
to come over and join the crowd.
"I can't help it if he's only a boy, sir. But I
am tening you the truth. I never met him until
to-day, but I am satisfied he knows his business
'
pretty well."
"An' I am satisfied that neither of you know
your business," and so saying Creep turned and
went into his store. The captain laughed heartily
and then walked over and told Wild of the conversation.
"That's all right," the young deadshot said, in
his cool and easy way. "You mustn't mind what
he says. He don't like me because I told hWI of
his meanness. I reckon we hacl better let our
clever Chinee interview him. It may put him in a
better humor."
"Your clever Chinee, eh?"
"Yes, the one who lost the mule and recovered
it agin."
"Oh, I see. Where is he?"
"I'll call him."
Wild was not long in discovering Hop, for he
' was not very far away.
"I reckon you had better go into the store and
try and put Mr. Creep in a good humor. Captain
Johnson will go with you."
"Allee light," and the Chinaman smiled gleefully, at the same time nodding to the captain to
follow him.
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ment, though the captain was watc}ling. However, be did not notice that the five-dollar goldpiece had taken flight.
"Hey, there," cried Creep, angrily, "what became of that money?"
"Me no undelstandee," op retorted, tu:i:ning to
him quickly and showing great surpri~. '.'Me
puttee um five dollee gold-piece on um bar. Misler
Captain see me do lat."
"I certainly saw you do it, Hop," the captain declared, his eyes opening with astonishment.
"I seen him do it myself, but it ain't there now,"
declared Creep, his face turning pale as he thought
of losing five dollars. Having heard that the
store-keeper was a mean man, it flashed upon the
officer that he was trying to make Hop pay for
the whisky a second time, and that he really had
the five dollars in his posseS&ion.
"See here, Creep," he said, half angrily, ''.I've
heard it said that you are up to all sorts of tricks,
and that you think more lH a dollar than the ordinary run of people would think of a thousand.
Now then, the Chinaman put the money_ d<;>wn before he took the bottle. You have got it m your
possession, and you simply are tryin~ ~ ~orce
him to make a second payment. That H.n t right,
sir."
"Honest, I ain't got the n;oney,"_ c7ied Cr~ep,
and then he crossed his heart m a childish fashion.
"I seen him put the money on the counter, but
when I went to pick it up it jumped away from
me j_est as if it had wings."
"Humbug! I honestly ibelieve that you have the
five-dollar gold-piece in your pocket."
,
"I ain't got no kind of a gold-piece in my
pocket, captain," the man said, pleadingly.
When he said this Hop moved up close to the
counter and, unseen by Creep or Oie captain, he
dropped something in ~he stor~k~eper's poc½et.
Stepping back and lookin~ at hlll; m ~n accusmg
sort of way, the clever Chmee said:
"Me knowee lat you gottee' um five-dollee goldpiece in you pockee, Misler Cleep. You allee samee
vellf bad Melican man."
,,
" don't like sich talk as that from a heathen,
cried Creep, and he tu:ned to get his rifle, which
was standing a short distance away.
"You wantee shootee poor Chinee, Misler Cleep?
You bettee stoppee. Me shootee, too. Me shootee
velly muchee quickee."
.
Out came the big six-shooter in a twinklmg, and
the muzzle was pointed directly at Creep's breast.
"Hey there, stop it!" cried Captain Johnson,
for he ~ctually believed that the Chinaman meant
to shoot the man.
.
Bang! Hop discharged t}le pistol, though _it
was pointed well over Creep's head when he did
so. A stream of red fire shot from the ..muzzl~,
and that part of the store being rather dark, it
made quite a display for an instant. Johnson
grabbed the revolver from the Chinaman's hand,
for he was very excited now.
"What are you trying to do?" he cried, a,s a
crowd crone rushing into the store to find out
what the shooting was about.
"Me only havee lillee fun, Misler Captain," Hop
declared. "Me gottee no bullets in um gun. Allee
samee led fire and blue fire and gleen fire. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
Wild quickly came back into the store now, and
he was not long in convincing the captain that it
was only a joke.
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"What is all the trouble about, anyhow?" he
added, looking sharply at the .store-keeper.
Creep undertook to explain, but before he could
finish, Hop started in, and in his pidgin-English
rattled it off so that no one could get head nor
tail of it. Finally Cap1lain Johns,yn silenced him,
and he then told of the transaction between Hop
and the store-keeper, and how Creep decla1·ed that
he had not received the five dollars.
"I am not at all surprised at that, captain," the
young deadshot saisl, in his cool and easy way.
"Hop is a sleight-of-hand performer, and no doubt
he has fixed it so that Creep failed to get his
money, even though he placed it upon the bar.
Thei:e is such a thing as an elastic string, you
know. The probabiliti~s are that Hop has one attached somewhere in his sleeve, and that the other
end of it was stuck to tlie coin at the time. That
being the case, it would be very ea9¥ for the fivedollar gold-piece to disappear. But Mr. Creep
needn't fear, for he shall be.iaid for the bottle of
whisky, and as soon as he has received the money
I'll take care of the whisky."
"You wantee dlinkee, Mister Wild?" Hop asked,
innocently.
"You know what I want to do with it," was the
reply. "By the way, just set it on the floor back
there."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
auia'ldy drew a flat bottle from under his coat and
l)laced it on the floor. ·
Wild stepped over and picked it up, and handing
it to the officer, said:
"Captain J ohnson1 is that the bottle?"
"Yes, I'd be willmg to swear to it," was the
reply.
"Well, I t~k you would make a mistake if you
di~. I doubt 1f there is any whisky in that bottle.
It is simply water."
"No, Misler Wild," Hop declared, earnestly.
"Lat um bottle of whisky. Me no gottee some
water this timee." ,
_
"Well, it makes no difference. I am going to
break the bottle with a bullet as soon as Mr. Creep
has been paid what you owe him."
"Misler Wild, Mislef Cree/? aUee samee gottee
um five dollee in him pockee.'
"I ain't," retorted the store-keeper, angrily. "I
ain't got no sich thing as.a gold-l>Jece about me."
"Look and see, you may be :iµi!ftaken," advised
the young deadshot.
Creep felt in his trousers pocket and drew out
all the change he had. There was nothing in the
way of a gold-piece to be seen.
"There!" he exclaimed, triumphantly. "I don't
want no one to think that I was l;yin'."
"Look in your other pockets, ' suggested the
~~

.

Creep felt in the pockets of the well-worn alpaca coat he was wearing and then a cry of
amazement came from his ·lips. Out came the
hand from the lett: pocket, and his fingers we1·e
clutching a five-dollar gold-piece.
"There, Mr. Creep, you were paid, after all, but
I hardly think you knew it," Wild declared, smilingly. "That heathen is a little too smart for you,
I reckon.''
·
"The piece must have flipped into my pocket
when I didn't see it," said Creep, shakinp; his head
in a puzzled way. "A mighty funny proceedin', I
call it"
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"Very much that way," the captain added, for
he thought it must have happened as the store) keener said.
But Wild ·knew better, of course, though he did
}not -bother to enlighten them any further.
: "Hop," he aid, addressing the heathen, "you
I are telling the truth when you say that the bottle
( is filled with whisky?"
·
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Velly :muchee shamee
1to shootee, so be. Plenty soldiers likee havee um
tan.,.lefoot.''
Satisfied that it really was whisky, the young
-deadshot quickly drew a revolver and smashed the
bottle. ,
.
"Makin' a mess in' my store," cried Creep, and
then he gave a groan as if it really was an awful
~ thinl!.' that had happene.d.
"Exercise yourself a little and clean it up," the ·
young dead§hot answered, tartly. .
.
"I s'pose I'll have to do it if you tell me to,
• cause you seem to be the boss around here. Even
the military officey loo'ks to you for advice.''
The last was said with something like a sneer,
and it angered Captain Johnson.
'
"You had better keep your tongue between your
teeth, Mr. ·Creep!" he exclaimed.
"Wild!" a voice came from the doorway, and
recognizing it as belonging to Jim Dart, the
yolllll!.' deadshot turned that way in a twinkli;ng.
"What is it, Jim?" he asked.
"A bunch of redskins are coming f,-nm the left.
J think they are tryinl1' to draw our attention that
way.''
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon we'll get
_ready for business now. It won't be lonlf before
lhe whole crowd will be makinl!.' an attack."
f •t
d
Ouj; they all rushed ready to fig~, or i seen_i.e
th
that now was the time w'hen
e real fightmg
would begin.
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"Oh, all right. There is no use in me givmg
you any further advice. Do as you like about it,
Captain Johnson.' 1
There was no reply to this, and then the bugle
sounded again and 11,.way rode the cavalrymen.
~e ridge the young dead1:1hot had spoken of lay
slightly to the left of the settlement. As nothing
could be seen of the redskins on the open stretch
that lay beyond, it had occurred to our hero that
possibly the main band .had congregated out of
sight, so they could be very close and yet not be
seen.
'
No doubt old Red Jacket, the chief, had sent a
detachment ~round to t!'ie _other side for the purpose of holdmg the attention of those in the settlement until he got ready to make a desperate
charge._ This would have been the only natural
conclusion of any one accustomed to Indian warfare, so it was not strange that Young Wild
West or Jim Dart sl}.ould think that way. The
cavalrymen galloped away with a fierce clatter
wa~ng their sabe_rs and s1!-owing an eagerness ~
get mto a fight with the Sioux. Captain Johnson
rqde at the he~d of the line, displaying a courage
that was sufficient to cause real admiration.
"Reckless Regulars, eh, Wild?" Charlie said
wi th a shrug of the shoulders. "I reckon they'r~
reckless all right. They're what I call blamed
fools. If the redskins happen to be hidin' behind
the bushes at the other side of the ridge all
th ey've got to do is to mow 'em down when they
come along. 1 hope they don't go all the way
to the top of it."
"We must try and save them, Charlie," was the
reply. "There are a lot of fine fellows in that
company, and it seems a shame for them· to be
slaughtered by an ambush. Come on.''
The young deadshot then gave a few hurri·ed
directions to the sharp-shooters and the rest of
the settlers, advising them to keep a sharp watch
and ·not :fire a shot unless the redskins who were
still riding back and forth a quarter of a mile
CHAPTER IX.-Saving the Cavalry.
away should charge toward th~m.
"Et," he said, turning to his sweetheart, who
A party of Indians numbering perhaps fifty had had come up close to him, "I reckon
you had betbeen seen on the right less than a quarter of a ter take Anna and Eloise and get into the schoolmile from the confines of the settl~men.t.. They house. There is no telling just how this thing
were riding back and forth on their pomes, but is going to turn out now, for should the cavalryevidently seemed to be.in no hurry-to make an at- men be foolhardy enough to run into an ambush
tack. As Jim Dart said, they were no doubt en- and get slaughtered, there will be a · hard time
deavoring to draw attention that way, so that the of it 'before we can beat them."
main body could suddenly ride up from another
"I'll do just as you say, Wild," the-brave girl
direction and make a successful attack. Young answered, and she gripped her rifle- in a deterWild West ran to a spot from which he could see mined way, showing what she meant to do in case
the redskins, and after glancinl!.' at them in .a it was necessary. Wild soon got his horse, and
casual sort.of way, he called out to the officer m with Charlie and Jim following him, he rode out
charge of the regulars:
.
after the regulars, who had come to a halt within
"They are trying to fool us, captam,. Let them a hundred yards of the ridge, and were in the act
alone. You can ·bet that the main body is rigl;it of dismounting as the three galloped up.
at the other side of the ridge over there. Let
"We're waiting for you, Young Wild West,"
theJJl enjoy thems!llves for a while. They are Captain Johnson called out, and the smile on his
afraid to come any closer."
face told plainly how confident he felt of winning
The captain gave a nod, bi!\ it was evident that the fight.
'he was not .inclined to pay much attention to what
"Wh4t do you want with me, Captain Johnthe younl!.' deadshot said just then. He gave a few son?"
hurried orders, and then the bugle sounded for the
"I thought perhaps you would ride around and
c:avaiymen to mount.
st!e just where the redskins are."
"What are you, going to do, captain?" Wild
"Oh, I'll do that all right. Come on, boys."
shouted, a!! he ran toward them.
Then the boy swung off a little further to the
"You said you thought the main body was hid- left, where there was a hollow spot with plency
den at the other side of the ridge over there. 1 of rocks 'and bushes. Letting the horses walk
am going to find out if it is so,"
until they ~ot past tius place, which the ,b oy de-
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cided would be a fine place in case they were
driven to cover, he rode on up and around to the
end o-f the ridge, which diverged down to the
level not far away. In less than five minutes
our hero ·and his partners came in sight · of the
Indians.
They were dismounted and were waiting just
below the top of the ridge.
"There they are!" Jim Dart exclaimed. "Just
as I thought. Now then, what's the best thing
.
to dp, Wild?"
"The very best thing to do is to 1r,et the cavalrymen to go back to the settlement, ' was the re·
ply. "Come on."
Of course, they had been seen by some of the
Indians, and they could now see them talking
excitedly: As they were riding away they saw
them hurriedly mounting their horses.
"They are going to put up a fight with the ,
cavalry right away," Wild called out. "Now
then, let's get over there and make them get to
cover in a hurry."
Around the ridge they rode and then at a swift
gallop quickly reached the hollow where the rocks
abounded so plentiful. A short distance away
the cavalrymen were lined up on foot as if awaiting a charge. Their horses were grouped .to~
gether a short distance behind them, and" the captain was striding up and down, his breast thrown
out and acting very much as if it wgs something
of a picnic he was about to participate in.
"Leave the horses here, boys I" he exclaimed.
"I reckon we can hold the whole, bunch of them
off for a while and keep them from getting to the
settlement. All we need to do now is to get the
regulars here. Then we can play something in
the way of an ambush."
Then without another word the boy ran around
to the rear of the cavalrymen. He got upon a
rock and looked over the heads of the reckless
band lined up below him. Then a savage yell
sounded, and the boy knew it was time to act.
Wild saw the redskins riding in full force over
the crest of the hill. Down he leaped and, running before the line of cavalrymen, he shouted:
"This way! Get to cover!" Then he opened
fire with his gun.
Even though he must surely have expected the
main band of ·the Sioux warriors to be the other
side of the ridge, Captain Johnson displayed consternation when he saw them riding furiously to
make an attack. He heard the words of the
young deadshot, however, and for the .time being
his reckless determination left him.
"This way," shouted Wild, as OI)_e of the foremost Indians fell from a bullet fired from the
revolver he had in his hand.
Crack, crack, crack! Crang, crangl A fierce
,volley came from_ the approaching redskins, and
two of the cavalrymen fell wounded.
"Do as I say!!" commanded the young deadshot, almost fiercely. "Get to the rocks over
there."
Cheyenn Charlie and Jim Dart were shooting
away to good advantage with their rifles, and if
it had not been for this the probabilities are tl'lat
the onslaught of the redskins might not have
been checked. As it was they· could not stand
the galling fire, for in one or two instances one
bullet brought down as many as two braves. Captain Johnson turned and ran for his horse, and ·
then Wild once more ordered the men to get to

the hollow a!ld hide behind the rocks. They hacf1
no chance to get their horses, so following th&j
young deadshot they ran in a quick retreat, ftrinlf l
with their carbines as they did so. Charlie and t
Jim, meanwhile, were pumping lead into the Indians, who had now come almost to a halt, tho1,1gh
some of them were riding their ponies bsick and
forth, hiding their heads behind the animals'
necks ·and firing whenever they had the oppor- ,
tunity. One of the regulars was wounded in the ,
shoulder, and he could barely get along even with
the assistance of one of his companions. Wild i
saw this, and regardless of the fact that he
mig.ht form a target of himself, he rushed ou1)
to lend his aid. Several shots were fired, bufl.
none of them took effect, and the wounded fellow
was soon lying upon the ground behind a rock.
"Captain Johnson," Wild called out, as he saw
the officer in charge standing near with a drawn
sword, "i/- you are wise you will order your men.
to lie close to the ground and make every shot>
tell. The whole bunch of them will be on us in a.1
·
very few minutes now."
"I am going to do just as you say, Young Wild,J
West, for I honestly believe that you saved u-1
from being slaughtered."
1
. "A.II right, we'll talk a.bout that later on. If
it."
oil
glad
too
only
~
I
did save you
Just then fierce shooting was heard at. the sc.t.
tlement.
"I reckon the other bunch must think that tho1
main body is TUShing upon the settlement at thi11- 1
side," Wild said, noddmg to his two partner&,1
"They are coming up to get their medicine. WeU.j
they will get it all right, for they will easily W~
taken care of by those who are defending th
place."
More shooting was heard, and then there sud• :
denly came a lull. A shout went up, and out' 1
friends and the cavalrymen knew quite wen that> j
it was the settlers cheerin~ over a victory. Th.indians at the fo-ot of the ridge must have he~rd it,
too, and it enraged them, for 8tlddenly they gath- 1
ered their forces, and then dividing into a long i
fanashaped line, they came swooping toward the ,
hollow.
"Now is the time, captain," Young Wild, Wes\
said, in his cool and easy way. "Don't let your
men aim to-o high. Wait till they get up prettll'
close, and if we. can't fix them inside of twent~l
minutes my name isn't Young Wild _west.''
•.The redskins -were yelling themselves hoars't.
now, it ·seemed, and with almost military precisioJ\ '.
the long line neared the spot that afforded sheltel'
to the cavalrymen and our friends. Johnson ha<t
his men under the best discipline, and they werti
all waiting for ·the order which they knew mustt 1
co'me soon. But he was watching Young Wil~
West, evidently for the purpose of taking the cu~
from him. Not until the line was within a hun- •
dred feet of the rocky shelter did the young dead- .
sh?t say a word. Then lie called out in a ringinW-.:
I
voice:
'"Give it to them.''
Instantly the rifles and carbines began to speak.,.
Tongues of fire shot from the muzzles, and eac~
time this happened a death-dealing bullet wen\
straight home. Indians and horses fell until the;rei '
was a confused mass of struggling forms. •
Cheyenne Charlie saw the old chief trying to ge\
away, and a well-directed shot brought him <lowi'iJ
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That really was the signal for victory, for without
the old war horse of the Sioux to lead them on
the braves quickly became demoralized and turned
and made for the ridge.
"Now, Captain.,Tohnson," Wild said, in his cool
and easy way, "you can shqw what your Reckless
Regulars can do. Charge them and make them
surrender."
"Hooray1 hooray!" went up from the cavalrymen, who heard the boy's words.
The bugle sounded, and away sped the cavalrymen to ~t their horses. They had no difficulty in
doing this, nor were they met with any opposition,
for the ,Indians were now put to flight. When
thef had mounted they went galloping away.
Satisfied that they would meet with no opposition,
Young Wild West told his partners to follow him
back to the settlement. When they got there they
were met with a rousing cheer.
"We cleaned them out!" shouted Nick Salsbury.
"They rode right up to us an' went down afore
they had a chancefi though they was doin' a powerful lot of shootin'. There's only one man got shot,
an' that's Joel Creep, the store-keeper. It must
have been a chance shot, but it got him in the
left arm, an' he's lay,in' oved there in his store
thinkin' he's goin' to die."
"Let him thiak that way," Cheyenne Charlie
answered, smiling grimly. - "lt'll do the mean old
coyote good, maybe."
When the three had dismounted they were plied
with questions on every hand1 and whert the settiers !mew that the victory baa been won, and that
the survivors of" old Red Jacket's band were in full
flight and the cavalrymen in pursuit, there was a
lot more cheering.
"Boys," our hero said, something like fifteen
minutes later, after they had looked around a bit,
"I reckon this has been one of the worst defeats .
the Sioux have met with since the battle of the
Littl&,Big Horn. I don't know whether old Sitting
Bull li.ad anything to do with this or not, but the
chances are that he did. Anyhow, I am proud of
the victory, and ·I think the uprisini; will quickly
be put down now. It may be tlfat this was simply
a crowd who stafted out on their own hook. •A
redskin every now and then feels that he should
be revenged upon the palefaces for- driy,ing him
from his hunting ground. But, anyhow, I am per:tectly satisfied with what we have done, and I
don't feel a bit worried over the fact that I have
been responsible for the cleaning up of a few redskins."
•
"Hip hi, hoolay!" _Hop Wah shouted ju~t them. •
"Evelytkiling allee light. Me_gottee Jenrue back,
and gh., feelee velly muchee fine. She kickee um
ledskin chief velly hard. Misler Charlie he shootee
um chief, so evelythling allee light. Hoolay for
Jennie! Hoolay for Misler Charlie! Hoolay for
um dead chief!'
A few joined in the cheering, though the Chinaman's remarks caused a laugh, just the same. It
was well toward night when the Reckless Regula}:"s
came back. When they appeared they had over a
hundred Indians as prisoners, which told plainly
that they must have had an easy time of it after
they caught up to them. Captain Johnson was as
proud as a peacqck.
"It's the greatest time we ever had, Young Wild
West," he declare~as he shook the hand of the
young deadshot. '"J:ney got such a good start on
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us that it took us a long time to overtake them.
But they only fired a few shots, and then halted
and gave themselves up."
"I am very glad to hear that, captain. Did you
meet with any loss?"
"One man wounded rather seriously, and two or
three others merely touched. That sums it up, and
I am .g lad it is no worse, for the last time we made
a reckless charge quite a few went down."
"I reckon the rest of you would have gone down
if you had had your way about it when you lined
up before the ridge out there."
"I know that, Young Wild West. I have been
thinking it over ever since, We have got you to
thank for it. You saved the company all right."
"Don't say any more about it, then, captain. As
I .said before, I am only too glad if I did do that
much for you."
No one at the settlement had even thought of
doing anythini like work the whole day, but now
that they realized there was no further danger of
an attack, they started in cheerfully. Joel Creep
came over from his store, his arm in a sling, for
someone had dressed the wouna for him. He was
very meek, and walking straight up to Johnson, he said:
"I
t to
1 · f th
I talk d to
.in th~re ita~;r,ze or e way
.e
you
"All right, Mr. Creep," was the reply. "We'll
let it go at that."
The store-keeper bowed, and then approached
Wild.
·
"Young Wild West," he said, "from what I kin ·
he1J,r, I've got you to thank for savin' my store
from bein' raided by the redskins."
"I do~t know about that, Mr. Creep."
'" Well, if you hadl).'t made the cavalry git to
cover out there they would have been wiped out,
an' then what show would we have stood here?"
"You caJI look at it that way if you like. If I
have done anr,;hing that's of a benefit to you I
am glad of it. '
"Thank yer. Now then~ Young Wild West, I
want to contribute somethin' toward that worthy
cause you was wllin' me about. How will a hundred dollars do'!"
"Mr. Cree_p," the boy answered, laughingly, "I
was only joking with you at that time. I heard
you were a very mean man, an<! I just wanted to
find out if it was true. You keep your hundred
dollars, and if you feel any-way charitable, I am ·
sure you can look around your own neighborhood
and easily find a way to place the hundred dollars."
·
"I'll do it right away, Young Wild West. I'm
awful glad I'm livin'. I ,rot shot in the arm, but
I know that will git well m time."
Then Creep walked away, and Hop Wah led in a
cheer for him.
·
This winds up the story of "Young Wild West
and the Reckless Regulars."
Next weeks issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST 'BUSTING' A SHOW; OR, ARIETTA
AN]) THE ACTRESS."

Bacon-What is your daughter doing at the
piano? Egbert-Sounds as if she was setting h81'
class yell to music.
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The Young Fire Fighteri of ~akland
By DICK ELLISO1'T
A Serial Story
CHAPTER XXIV.
Conclusion.
•
When ·they reached the roof they were still
a full story lower than the top of the Oakland
House, but on a level with the burning floor.
The flames were now showing t h emse1ves
through the windows and matters looked exceedingly serious.
.
"Here comes Washington and Lafayette," said
Tom, as they were lowering the rope.
The academy boys werE_! hustling to beat the
band, and their services were nev!ll' in more urgent demand.
·
Percy Jewett was making the usual spectacular showof himself at the head of his crowd.
Far and near people could be seen hurrying toward the conflagration.
"Pull like der deuce!" said Meyer, as soon as
the hose had been attached.
And he and Tom pulled away for all they were
worth.
"Send up Sandy!" roared Tom through his
trumpet as soon as they had landed the nozzle
on the roof.
By that time another rope had been found,
and a second hose was being hauled up to the top
of the building on the other side of the Oakland
House.
Several girls appeared on the ro·o f of the hotel.
"Don't jump!" cried Tom. "We'll have a ladder up presently."
"Send up a couple of ladders!" he shouted down
to Hurley, when he saw that the hook and ladder
truck had arrived.
Sandy McGuire now appeared and with Meyer
took charge of the nozzle of the hose.
•
"Turn on the water!" roared Tom.
The boys and men who had attached themselves
to the working arms of the pump of Volunteer
No. 1 now got busy, and presently the first stream
was playing into the blazing windows of the hotel.
Fortunately the ladden; now made their appearance, for several of the frightened hotel help
would certainly have jumped in spite of Tom's
p\-otest.
"Plant your ladders-quick!" satd Tom to the
students who had brought them up.
They did so, and the girls were taken down
in short order.
"Go down through that scuttle yonder, and
you can reach the street," directed Sedley to the
girls, and they scampered away like a lot of sheep
In a stampede.
·
.
A second stream had been turned on from the
other side, but tke fire was raging ,furiously_on
tlie top floor of the hotel.

The flames now came bu~sting through the
roof.
"We must have an6ther hose up here!" roared
Tom to Hurley below. "Here, you fellows," to .
the hook and ladder boys on the roof, "lower that
ror,e and haur up a hose as soo\). as they attach
it.,
"All right, Sedley," .and they set to work to do
as they had been directed.
At this exciting point a man's head appeared
at one of the -windows of the blazing floor.
"Help! Help!" he shouted, and then he fell into
the smoke.
"Good heavens!" cried Tom. "How can we getihim out? It desn't seem possible."
A great roar came up from the street, showing
that the man had been seen and his doom judged
to be certain.
C
" <)me on th e hotel roof with me!" cried Sedley
to the academy boys, who were with him and who
had just hauled up the third hose, the one that
belonged to the Washington engine. "Bring the
rope."
At that instant three of Volunteer No. 1 boys
arrived to work the new hose, and Tom ordered
them to bring the hose up to the hotel roof and
have the water turned on.
Dashing up the ladder, he and his assistants
took their stand just over the window of the room
where the man had appeared, and the rope being
securely lashed about the young foreman's waist,
he was let down the front of the bla'zing building
till his feet rested on the sill, and then, amid the
hushed suspense of the anxious crowd belo:w, he
disappeared through the smoke that almost shut
the window from view.
·
In a few moments he appered dragging the unconscious man over tl:fe sill. A great cheer went.
up from the excited multitude.
"Send down the other end of the rope!" roared
Tom.
•
It was done, and he made it fast to the seeming dead man.
"Now haul away!"
The boys hauled like good fellows, and the man
was carried up out of sight. Then Tom himself
was pulled up. And not an instant too soon, for
the flames . came flaring out of the window as he
left it, even licking the heels of his boots.
The unconscious man was laid out on the roof
of the building next the hotel, and there Tom
found him.
"Say, Will Drake, go down and hunt ur, a physician; this chap seems to be half dead. '
Then he noticed a peculiar thing. The man's
whiskers seeme\l. to be loose. As he touched them •
they came off in his hand, and exposed to his astonished gaze the features of Mark Helstqne.
_A:r~d at the same moment he noticed a paper
sticking between Helstone's vest and shirt in such
a way that a ·slight shaking would dislodge it.
He took possession of it, to find at a single
glance that at last he had got in his hands the
precious document that made Dora' Vane an heiress.
In a short time a doctor brought Mark Helstone- back co consciousness, but he had received
such injuries that he had to be taken to the Oakland Hospital.
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From this time on Tom directed the fight
against the flames with such splendid judgment
and effect that within half an hour he had the
fire under control.
Thus what might have proved an extensive and
• disastrous conflagration for the town of Oakland
was averted by the splendid efforts of its young
fire-fighters, who, though new to the business, possessed courage and determination which mere experience could never supply. And these qualities
of the boys were controlled and directed to the
best advantage by Tom Sedley, their foreman,
who had once more shown himself in the hour of
emergency to possess the stuff of which heroes
are made.
But the surprise of his life awaited the young
:foreman -when he reached the street, all smokebegrimed and dirty as he was after his last duty
had been performed.
A tall, stalwart man stepped up to him 18lld
grasped him by the hands, while a crowd looked
on and cheered.
"Tom, my dear, dear boy, I am proud to meet
you thus in the execution of one of the noblest;
duties that one man can render to another. Proud
to grasp the hands I saw with my own eyes drag
:from certain deatruction at the peril of your life
a fellow-creatu re. Proud to a,cknawledge before
this crowd of your townspeople that I feel honored to call myself your father-to call /ou1 the
boy I have not seen nor scarcely hear ot for
thirteen long years, my son."
"My father!" gasped Tom, in utter bewilderment.
"Yes, my boy, I am your father. Not dead
as I was reported to be, but returned at last
to the scene of my youth, to find you a hero."
And then the mob, realizing the - situation,
cheered them both to the echo.
That evening the engine-house of Volunteer
No. 1 was lighted by Chinese lanterns. The engine and hose reel stood in the street to make
room for the c,t)wd that had gathered there. An~
prominent in that crowd were the members of ~he
academy engine and hook and ladder compames,
Percy Jewett excepted.
Among those present were also Mr. Harper,
Edward Vane, and Dora, Miss Fritzie Leiderkranz, and others.
Tom Sedley made the first speech. of his life,
and then presented to his associates and friends
his father-Geor ge Sedley.
Then the young foreman asked Dora to step
forward · and sprang another sur prise when he
presented to her the water-soaked will of her
grandfather.
"Py shingerJ" said Meyer Suppegreenz to Sandy McGuire, 'off he didn't got it at last!"
Next morning George Sedley paid a visit to the
postmaster.
,
Caleb Brown, overcome with shame and dismay, shrank back like a criminal under -the reproaches of the friend he had betrayed. ~e
promised to hand over to Tom th~ $5,000 with
which he had been entrusted, and did so that a4ernoon.
But he was not allowed to escape scot-free. He
was arrested for conspiracy to defrand Dora
Vane out of her inheritance, and was s:w:iiequently convicted and sent to the State prison. And
lie did not go alone. Mark Helstone, wbo recov-

ered from the injuries he had received at the
fire, was his companion.
On the first day of July Volunteer No. 2 Hook
and Ladder Company became an established fact.
Then a surprise was sprung on Tom Sedley. By
joint resolution of the town and academy boys he
was made chief of the Oakland battalion of young
fire-fighters, and the town authorities unanimously ratified the choice.
·
On the Fourth of July. the young fire-fighters
of Oakland took part in the parade of the day,
and it is needless to say they received, an ovation.
A single carriage preceded them in which were
seated Dora Vane and the new chief, to whom she
was engaged.
And thus we leave our hero and the brave boys
under his commad, feeling certain they will never
tarnish the honors they have so nobly won.
THE END.

NEXT WEEK

•

A New Serial Will Start Next ·week in this
Library Entitled

THE BLACK HAND
By DICK ELLISON

Read it.

It is very interesting.

ANTS THAT COOK
Ants have always been a source of much interest to every one. One specie that has been
long known to naturalists is called th-e harvester
ant. They not only harvest and store in granaries the seeds upon which they feed, but they
actually plant and cultivate an annual crop of
their food seeds.
• But now I want to tell you of a still more wonderful tale of an ant which is common in Dalmatia, Messor barbarus. According~ Professor
Neger, of the well-known forestry school near
Dresden, this ant not only cuts leaves and gathers
seeds, but actually makes and eats bread or bi~
cuit.
F,irst th_e seeds are sprouted, ~en carried into.
the sunshme where they are dned; then taken
back to the underground chambers, where they
are chewed into a dough. The dough is then finall7
made into tiny cakes, which are ·again taken to
the sunshine to bake: when this is done they an
stored carefully away for future use.
All the oooking and baking is done by the sun.
As the Arab and native Mexican speak of ripe
fruit as fruit that has been cooked by the BUD,
so the ant has somehow learned. the art of BUA
cookery.
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GOLF CLUBS MADE WATERPROOF
A new process for treating wooden golf clubs
makes them waterproof and extremely hard, says
Popular Science Monthly. Heads of seasoned peraimmon wood are subjected lo a vacuum that extracts every article of air and moisture from the
wood, which then is impregnated with the newly
discovered chemical. The club heads then are
clrfed and hardened.
Clubs treated in this manner are said to have
«reater drivmi;c power than other wooden clubs
·and not to shrink or expand with varying atmosl)heric conditions. Inserted face plates are not
reauired, since the -chemically treated wood is itealf harder than fibre, bone or ivory.

When neighbors arrived, attracted by the shot
and by the noise of the desperate !ltruggle, they
found Koreloff breathless and bleeding, standing
over the lifeless form of the feline. ,
The hardy Russian, who is six feet and two
inches tall and unusually muscular, refused all
offers of medical aid.
Peeling off his clothes, he plunged into the surf.
When he emerged from the water he explained tc»
the crowd that had pthered that the salt water
would stop the bleeding of his wounds and prevent
infection.
Koreloff pointed to the fact that the hide of
the wildcat had neither a knife wound or bullethole in it as proof of his weaponless victory illj
the primitive battle.

A SINGING MOUSE
A musical mouse is the astonishing animal delCribed by Dr. Edwin B. Powers of the University
of Nebraska in the Journal of Mammalogy. Dr.
B. A. Morgan, a friend of his, was bothered for
three or four nights last spring by a singing noise
which for a while was attributed to a leaky radiator valve. Dr. Morgan began a search for the
aource of the noise and found that it WI¥ not comIng from the radiator, but from a waste paper
basket. Upon shaking the basket a mouse ran
out and Mr.- Morgan gave cha1;1e. The mouse ran
into a small room from which there was no escape.
As soon as the chase was stopped, th~ mouse
1"0Uld sit up on its haunches and sing, the singfng Approximating the noise made by the cricket
"1t much more continuous. For ten or fifteen
minutes before the mouse was captured it was in
open space and under constant observation; and
9"?7- time it came to rest this ·singing took place,
.en under the excitement of the chase. The mouse
was turned over to a naturalist who identffled it
u the compion variety of houQe mouse.

FACTS ABOUT AFRICA.
Nearly one-quarter of the earth's land surfaca I
is comprlsed within the continent of Africa. It
is as far around the coast of .Africa as it is
around the world. Every eighth person of th&
world's population lives in the dark continent..•
The blacks double their number every forty yean
and the whites every eighty years. There are 843
languages and dialects in use among .t he black of
Africa. Only a few of the languages have been.
reduced to writing. Thirty-five years ago the export of cocoa from the gold coast amounted ti>
$20. Today it is over $8,000,000. The coal fields;
of Africa aggregate 800,000 square miles; its cop~r fields equal those of North America and.
Europe combined, and it has undeveloped il'9Jl
ore amounting to fi.ve times that of North America. Africa has 40,000 miles of river and lak&
navigation, and water powers aggregating ninety
times those of Niagara Falls.
If Africa had the same proportion of railroad:
mileage as the United States according to its .size,
it would have a million miles of track instead of
the 25,000 miles now in operation. One area In.
·A frica 'u noccupied by missionaries is three times
the size of New England, a second would malre
four states like New York, a third would cover
eight Iowas, and a fourth is eighteen times th&
size of Ohio. Throughout Africa there is 0111t
missionary for every 188,000 miles.
Almost the entire continent is now under European flags. F.a,nce has a colony in Africa twenty,
times the size of France itself. The British flair
flies over a territory as large as the United State~
and extends almost without interruption from th111t
Cape to Cairo, a distance of 6,000 miles.

OLD MAN STRANGLES WILDCAT

In a d ~ t e battle with an 80-pound wildcat
ound raidinR his chicken-coop early one mornSerge Itoreloff seventy years old1••a Russian
erman~ tn the J"apanese Village near

ta M la. "Cal., fought the animal with his
hands and came ofl' victor.

•

Today the pelt of the cat js nailed on KQreloff's
door as evt&!nce of the fierce struggle, in which
the marauder was choked to death as it clawed
wildly at the aged Russian.
.
For several nlRhta B:orelofl' had been losing
chickens from his yard. and he determined to
Btand guard to cat.ch the thief.
"Moving Picture Stories"
Just before dawn he fell asleep, but he was
ac,on awakened ~ a noise in th-e yard. Seizing his
A WeeldT Ha&-aatne Devoted to Photopla7a and PJa:rgun he rushed from the house and saw the wild' PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
est. He fired and missed, and the huge cat
Each number conta ins '.rhree Stories of the Best Jl'U~
Bprang at him.
•
the Screen-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Pl&)'ll:
Koreloff dropped his rifle and caught the beast 0.11
-Interestinir Articles .A.bout Promi nent People in tlllt
1,y the throat and a hind leg. As his fingers fast- . Jl'llms-Do!ngs of Actors and Actresses m the Studill
•ed on the windpipe of the animal, the cat and Lessons in Scen ario Writing.
tla,red h1m JJ1adly1,. tmlicting deep lacerations on
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
• matr'a legs ana body.
166 West 23d Street
.
New York Cit¥
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The crasher class can be detected by medical
examination and comprise the erratic lander who
suffe.,s "from defective vision; the individual 'who
~idnts a~ altitude; those who get dizzy and lose
control m a spin; those whose vision is dim at
night, and those who are unable to stand
fatigue.
The British Air Ministry insists on examination .every six months, and only if in perfect
physical condition do. pilots receive the "B" certific!lte in which the public and insuranee compames have confidence. Nothing will promote
safety in flying as much as a rigid system of
the sort. Ppots may laugh at tests in which
they are required to lift a small board with an
un;Stable rod at · the end, or where they are requued ~o stand on one leg with ·their eyes shut..
But skilfully made and interpreted these tests
are almost infallibile in determining the sort
of men to whom ships and passengers may· be
safely intrusted.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
FINDS $6,000 WIFE BURIED
Since the death of his wife last July, John
'Vejvoda, living nor~heast of Rice Lake, Wi~.,
lias been busy . diggmg up money scattered m
'\'arious parts of his farm. To date he has unearthed about $6,000, but he's looking for more.
)iow the money which was buried by the woman
,eposes ~ a bank. •

---,----

BEAVERS FELL APPLE TREES
Beavers ,have attacked apple orchards near
ence, Washington, gnawing • down trees
ve inches in diameter and dragging several
s to their dams. Complaint .t o the state game
\lvarden start~d trapping operations in an effort
to remove the fur-bearers to another section of
the country where birch timber abounds. Many
prchard · owners along irrigation canals have
bound tree trunks with meshed wire fencing to
:ward off the chisel-like teeth of the beavers.

e
•

LAUGHS
"Do I make myself plain?" cried the suffragette
"Somebody has, if you haven't," came a mal~
voice from the extreme rear of the hall.
A pupil in a scJiool in New York City thus
defined the word spme: "A spine is a long limber
bone; your head sets on one end, and you set on
the other."
"How's your brother, Tommy?" "Ill in bed,
:Piss. He's hurt himself." "How did he -do that?''
We were playing at who could lean farthest out
of the window, and he won."
Prospective · Buyer-You say this is a h~althy
place, yet the man next door is confined to his
bed. How do you account for that? House Agent
-Oh, he's a doctor, and is slowly dying of starvation.

MEN 30,000 YEARS AGO TRACED BY
"Charley, dear," said youn~ Mrs. Jon·es "I have
.
SKELETONS
such a bargain!" . "Indeed?' "Yes; yoil told me
Excavations on Afrontofl'· Mountain, near that blue poker chips were worth a dollar apiece
J{rasnoyarsk, Siberia, have resulted in the dis- and I got a whole lot of them for 75 cents at ~
~!"'very of several skeletons of paleolithic men and sale.''
pie remains of several hundred mammoths, bears
"Do you believe that all men are born free and
IIUld wolves. The skeletons are believed by Rustian archaeologists to be about 30,000 year& old. equal?" "I should say :npt. Look at me, for inWeapons and tools of hitherto unknown types stance. I was the only boy in the family, and I
~lso were found. Among these are curious shaper{ have five sisters. What chance has a fellow got
in a case like that?"
,udgels made of tusks of the lll{\_mmoth.
THE AVERAGE AVIATOR
All normal adults under forty-five, who have
tiot lived a purely sedentary life and strained
their eyes by close work and are not unusually
11ervous, should succeed in becoming average avi:.
ators, according to Wing Commander T. S. Rip,
J>Om of Great Britian.
The super-aviators are individuals possessed
'th what is popularly kno.yn as the "flying.
mperament," says Scientific American. They
ve good "hands," their reflexes are rapid and
,-ccurste, and they have a sort of instinctive
~oresight.

E

"It is the duty of every one to make at least
one person happy during the week,''' said a Sunday-school teacher. "Now, have you done so
Johnny?" "Yes," said Johnny, promptly. "That•~
right. What did you do?" "I went to see my
aunt, and she was happy when I went home.''
While traveling in a Western town the following conversation was overheard: "What are they
moving the church for?" "Well, stranger, I'm
mayor of this place, and I'm fer law inforcement.
We've got an ordinance that says no saloon shall
be nearer than three hundred feet."

•
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CURRENT NEWS
•

SQUAW, 100, FOLLOWED i:IUNTING TRAILS
DOG SWIMS RHINE 18 TIMES
TO END.
A touching and unusal case of canine :fidelity
The tale of a 100-year-old Indian s~uaw who has come to light at Andernach, on the Rhine, near
followed the hunting trails of her forefathers to Coblenz, in the territory occupied by Amerfcan
the end, peacefully succumbing to heart diseltse troops after the armistice. A female dachshund,
after filling her canoe with game for the last time, for many years owned by a crippled f_o rmer soldier
was unfolded in Coroner's Court the other day.
living at Engers, on the opposite side of the Rhine,
The squaw widow of Louis Thomas, a trapper was sold under economic pressure to a di g fancier
of Lake Kiskissing, Canada, ihad lived in a lonely living at Andernach. ' She had hardly been incamp near the lake shore many years, sustaining stalled in her new home when the dachshund gave
herself by her Alli in trapping.
birth to seven pups.
So great was her devotion to her former master
and her eagerness to show him her offspring that
BLANKS FIRED TO SAVE DUCKS FROM
she made seven trips, swimmj_ng across the Rhine
POISONING
each
time with a puppy in her mouth, The end of
Soldiers at Aberdeen Proving Grounds are pathirteenth crossing• found hE>J so exhausted
troling the banks of the Susquehanna River day the
that a veterinary surgeon was compelled to ad-.
and night, :tiring rounds of blank cartridges to minister
stimulants to resuscitate her.
frighten ducks away. An automatic rifle, mounted
The new master, at Andernach, was so deeply
on a barge, also is on patrol.
touched
the dachshund's loyalty that he reThe precaution has been taken by Col. Charles voked theby-sale
and gave her back to her soldierM. Wesson, commandant, to protect the flocks of owner.
canvasbacks, many of which are reported to have
been poisoned by phosphorus from exploded shells
PREHISTORIC DEFENSES FOUND IN
in the swampy land. George L. J'l,_p of Aberdeen
KENTUCKY
picked up 260 dead ducks. Jopp said that in the
W. G. Burroughs, professor of geology at Bevicinity of Spesutia Island he saw 1,000 dead
rea College and an assistant State geologist, has
ducks.
made extensive discoveries, it was learned at
the ancient stone fort atop a mountain threeGIANT ROPE ,FOR- TIGER TUG.
and-a-hiuf miles from Berea, Ky. Pxofessor BurIf freshmen and sophomores of Princeton Uni:v- roughs has been working there sqme time and
ersity accept the proposed tug of ·war as a substi- plans other explorations. He has found that the
tute for the tradional inter-class pelting with prehistor.i,_c dwellers, whose identity is unknown,
flour-filled paper bags, they -will need a manila establishl!'d there _a great system of defenses
rope six inches in diameter and 1,800 feet long, whi-ch would have taken modern artillery to capaccording to calculations made by engineering ture.
The fort occupies the entire top of a mounstudents.
_
•
Only one rope of that size exists and is in tain about 320 acres in extent. The surface is
Europe, Prof. George E. Beg~t of the Engineer-• flat or gently rolling, the summit towering 650
ing School, points out. Shoula the tug of war feet above the valleys and precipices, sofe with
project be accepted it is probabl a steel wire rope a sheer' drop of 2t>O feet from the edge. Stone
or one with a wire oore will be used. The tug is barricades and perpendicular rock walls were
sched.ed for the campus with lllembers of either built across the possible approaches to _the sumclass trying to •p ull their rivals into the stream of mit by, the people apparently of the stone age,
a fire hose played between the two groups across who lived there. These defenses extend from
the rope.
the top of one precipice across a ravine to the
top of the precipice on the opposite side.
Professor Butroughs says he found sixteen
VETERAN LEAVES $7,600 TO BOY WHO
rock walls and barricades. Re-entrant angles
FOUGHT FOR PUP
had Been place"d at strategic points where an adYears ago a small boy fought for a friendtess vancing- enemy could be caught and a hail of
pup on the shore of the Mississippi River, near St. stones and arrows hurled upon them. A secLouis. The inventory of the will of Jacob Siler ondary wall flanks two of the main approaches
was filed lately, and that boy, now a man, benefits several rods behind the first, so that there were
to the extent of $7,600. The boy, Otto Schmitt, two defense" systems to be carried before handan interior decorator, was named executor of the to-hand fighting became necessary. Remnants
will, which calls for a permanent home and be- remaining- of one o! the defending walls are
1,200 feet long, Professor Burroughs says, In
queaths $2,600 to Siler's dog, Joe.
The unusual case involves the story of true love the rear of some of the walls are piles of stone
believed to have been ammunition
between man and dog. Siler._ veteran of the Civil fraJ('ments
War, died last July. Previous to his death he dmnps.
Some g-raves have been found, with a few
lived with William P. Mertz, one of 6,000 persons re:lics
of a race long-departed. Although the
who answered an advertisement of the aged fort was
discovered
ago, the Burroughs exbachelor, offering approximately $6,000 in pro~- plorations have been long
the first of a very extensive
erty in return for a home for himself and "Joe."
r.ature. ·
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COAL MINE IN HIS BACKYARD.
The anthraci~e susI)ension means -nothing in the
\life of Charles B. Zimmerman, a Shamokin manu-iacturer, who sunk a shaft to mine hard coal in
llris own back yard.
An outcropping of the celebrated red a sh anithracite vein was discovered in Zirrlmermafi's
)"ard. The deposit• was described as a "nest" of
c:oal that lies over' a limited surface in the flat
11ection of the cit~ The mineral rights in the
ilection are owned by the lot holders.
HUGE SALT BED
.
That the southwest United States . rests on a
.bed of salt averaging 500 feet thick is the conelusion geologists are drawing from the natures
of cores brought up from oil wells all over the
a-egion. The bwf is known to be under the surface
• 110il of 40,000 square miles of Texas and is believed to extend far into New Mexico, Oklahoma
and Kanasas. Some Texan wells have heel). drilled
'through strata of salt more than a thousand feet
'lhick.
"LADYBUG KING"
Catching ladybugs in the high mountains of
!Washington State to save the fruit ranches of
the low lands has developed into a profitable
though decidedly unusual industry on the Pa.cific Coast, says Popular Mechanics; •
One bug hunter, who is known as the "king
of the ladybug industry," supplied 3,000,000 of
the insects to fruit growers this year, -but re!POrted the "crop" was 6,000,000 short in the hills.
!'Ihe insects are transported in cages to tne fruit
.-anches. and "planted" in Quantites of aeout 1,000
to the acre. They thrive and multiply rapidly and
'with their numerous progeny attack the jp"een
1Bnd wooly aphis, the peach tree louse and other
11>rchard pests.

✓

.

• Stories About-Fred Feamot
.

We can still supply the following number& of th•
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
1336 -Fred J,'earnot s Seurch tor Smith: or, The Man Who
Could Noc Be J!'ound.
1337 " .&.t' the Fulr; or, Shaking Things Up at Shatr•
tO'\\'D,

1338
1339

"
"

1340

"

1341

"

~

"

1343 "
1344

"

1345 "
1346 "
1347 "
1348 "
1349 "
13(1() "
1851

"

1352
la53

"
"

lW

"

13(16

"

1856

"

1357
1368

"
"

1359

"

1ll60

"

1861

"

1362

"

1863
1364

"
"

Hun ted: or, A Plot That Was Har!l co SolTe.
and the Boy Boxer: or, Glvtnir a Puirlllal
P oint s .
•
~•empe rance Play: or, Fiarhtlng Drink with the
Drama.
D ea t h Slide: or, Down t-.e Great Mountain
Flume.
Cell b:V. Wireless: or, the Friend Who Pla7e4
him fal~e .
and t he Queer Qu'artette; or, J'lm, J'ack, J'oe
and J'erry.
and the Girl Teleirrapher; or, Flarhttnir the
Train Thlevea.
•.rry fo r Goal: or,1. Winning In the Last Moment.
Indian B oy: or dvUiElng a Savage.
Great Sa crifice I or, All for the Sake of a
Friend.
and "Tired Tllll": or, The Laziest Boy In Town.
Football Giants: or, Handling a Heavy Line.
Exploring Trip: or, A Week m the -Cr71tal
Caves.
•
and tht: Fur Hunters; or, A Trip to Hudson'•
Bay.
Lonir Jais · or, The Play That Pu• sled Ali
and thl"" 0 utch Flyer": or, Up Airatnst. "the
Champjon Skater.
·
My stic Mark: or, The IDndoo's Strange Warn•
Ins.

Ice Cutter: or, The Fastest Boat on the Lake
a~~ !t1n.Bov Millionaire: or, On the Rood
Hockey Winners: or; A Hot Game on the lee.
Flve•Mile Slide; or, The TQboggan In the
Mountains.
Week of Danger: or, Dealln1t with the Wharf
Gang,
In 'the Gym: or, Winter Sport with Coll•••
Boys.
and the Burled Gold; or, Jl'lghtlng the Mexican
Bandits.
Ocean Vqfaire: or, The Mystery ot Stateroom
,No. 10.
Hu11dred-M1Ie Ra : or, T~n Hours on Skatee,
and the Shl}!plng Clerk; or, Saving on Honeet_

WINDWARD ISLANDS AND LEEWARD
807 .
•ISLANDS,.
1366 " and " Har4' Luck Harry": or, The Boy Who wu
There has been much confusion in the use of
Always In Trouble.
Drive: or, 4The Champions of th•
t,b.ese names, as applied to certain ' groups of 1367 " Llghtnlng
Rink.
Jslands in the West Indies . . The names have ref- 1368 " and
t he Indian Queen: or, The "Bad" Men ot
1Brence to the positions of the islands with respect
the Tradlnr Post.
to the northeast trade winds. Many old and some 1300 " Cross Country Run: or, ·Winning the Great
·P a per Chase.
biodern maps call practically the whole chain of 1370 " Training
Trip: or, In the South with a Basethe Lesser Antilles the Windwa.,rd Islands, and
ball Nine
lrive the name Leeward Islands to the fringe of 1371 " and Little Dick: or, The Trials of a Poor
Working Boy.
Islands along the northern coast of South .America 1372 " Base
ball Giants: or, Winning the Opentn1_
j\Vest of Trinidad. Th~ name L~eward Islands has
Game.
,JLlso been applied to the Greater Antilles. Nowa- 1373 " Boy Lite-Savers: or, Brave Work On the
B each.
pays i't is .customary to call the more northerly
L one Pine : or The Mystery of the Moonshine
lslands of the Lesser Antilles the Leeward I slands, 1374 " atCam
p.
and the more southerly the Windward-Islands, but 1375 " Playing the Grune: or, Out With His New Nina.
1
l!ractice differs as to the extent of these two sub- 1376 " Road Riders: or, .Rustling With Roughs. •
" and the Battery Boys: or, After the Wharl Rata.
4Iivisions. Recently the U. eS. Weather Bureau -1377
1318 " Clever Cur,•es : or. Beatin g Out the Batsmen.
nd it necessary to define the terms for use in 1379 " Island Mystery; or, Campi ng in Canada.
1380 " Boy Marvel ; or, Bringing Out a Young Pitcher.
nection. with storm warnings.• Under the ad- 1381
" Hard Pull : or, Winning- the Single Sculls.
Oe of the U .. S. Geographic Board the Bureau
1382 " Among the Poor ; -0r, The Darl!: Side of Lite.
decided to apply the name Leeward Islands to
Any of the above numbers ·ww be malled to yo•
remainder c,f the chain of the Lesser Antilles postage
free, upon receipt of the price 1n money, •
far south as G:renada, and including Barbados. postaire atamps.
hus the Virgin Islands at the north and Tobago
HARBY E. WOLFF, l'UBLI8HEB. INO.,
d Trinidad at the south are excluded from
166 We• t 2Srd Street,
th groups.
Jiew York. N. Y,
•
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
GETS 15 YEARS FOR OBEYING TRIBAL
tute of America at-.Sante Fe, N. M., has transLAW.
mitted to the American Association for the AdTimothy Dienouluck, Eskimo, was true to the vancement of Science a report of a census just
tradition of his aboriginal people. His father died · made that shows that in the last decade the popof a spell cast over him by a medicine man, and ulation of Pueblo villages has increased 22.2 pell
Timothy, as head of the house, was destined to cent. and now totals 10,565. Only one Pueblo VU.
be the witch's executioner. Such is the•tribal law lage showed a decrease, and that was due to an;
along the Yukon River-and Timothy with simple influenza epidemic a few years ago.
faith ·and a shotgun, obeyed it.
"During- the same period the entire population
But the law of the Eskimos is not the law of of the United States increased 39 per cent., part
the white man, and on the lae;t ship for this year of which was due to immigration. These figures
from Bearing Sea a United States Marshal Dr. Hewett considers adequate refutation of the.
brought Timothy here enroute to McNeil's Island general idea that there has been a "startling deFederal Penitentiary for fifteen years sentence. crease in our primitive population."
The Eskimo frankly cortfessed his deed. In prison
"On the question of the Indian ceremonies, also,
he hopes to learn English and a trade in the much emotion has been wasted,"1 Dr. Hewett said.
hope of a pardon after several years of good be<- "They are vital in the life of the Indians. They
havior.
are highly esthetic in character, .~nd are not attended by immoral consequences as are the soRARE COIN,$ BRING $18,923.
cim dances of the whites. N-or are the ceremonies
The sale of the com collection of the late W. dying out, nor are they likely to. On the conW. C. Wilson, of Montreal, brought a total of trary, ceremopies that had disappeared are being
$13,923 at the close of the second session, held at revived every year and the Indians are preservthe Anderson Galleries. The coins included a i:r:ig their own self-respect by cherishing
their n~
Canadian half penny of great rarity, which was t1ve culture which has in it elements of nobility
sold for $225. This was one of a series of "bouquet worthy of any race. There is no religious
persecusous"· in which a Corteau brought $110. Both tion of the Pueblos, a.a effort is being made
to
were purchased by Dr. L. A. Langstroth.
suppress their dances unless pernicious features
The leading price of the sale was aid by L: A. crop out, and in such cases the Indians
more
Renaud for fifteen Sols of 1670 o the .French amenable to advice than are the youth of1(1.re
oµr own
regime in Canada and bearing the crowned arms race."
of France and a Latin inscription. The price was
$560. A rare "bent leaf" sou was sold to Mr.
TRANSPAREN T STEEL
Renaud for $125. A Newfoundfand coin by Peter
A new method of making sheets of metal of
M'Ausland was sold to Dr·. Langstroth for $135, unprecendented thinness invented by Dr. Karl
and the same buyer gave $110 for a 11hip token. Mueller of the Physica Technical Institute of
Berlin, seems likely to prove of considerab1e inRADIO ANb TEAR BOMBS FOR ROBBERS dustrial as well as scientific importance. He has
OF MID-WEST BANK.
succeeded in producing sheets of steel so thin
Protected on all sides by well drilled units of that they are as transparent as the clearest glass.
the ne)'," county ranger system, many Minnesota The test plates used to determine the transpar'banks are installing still another line of defense ency of optical glass, and ruled with lines one
in the form of tear gas bombs, .so says an As- twenty-five hundredth of an inch apart, were
sociated Press dispatch from Minneapolis.
photographed through such a metal sheet, and
These, declared Fred P. Fellows, setretary, when enlarged to four hundred diameters the
Minnesota Bankers' Association, have become in- scale lines ·showed distinctiv-el,y without any discreasingly popular since a band of robbers was tortion. The absence of aberraton "proves that th~
repulsed when it attempted to rob a bank at Cold structure of the film is per:(ectly even and equal
Spring.
in all directions. The metal sneets are so thin
The regular war time tear gas bomb is being tliat atoms will pass through them without imused by some institutions, but others adopting this pedment. Alpha rays from radium, that consist
plan are using ammonia, only. The general of streams of the stripped atoms of helium, and
method is to conceal these bombs just inside the are completely blocked by a sheet of pape1· are
vault wall, where they are easily exploded if • not perceptibly weakened in passing througmsuch
drilled into.
•
metal sheets. It is calculated from the specific
gravity of the
tal that in these sheets there
are not more than thirty layers of atoms in thickINDIANS INCREASiNG
ness. Yet the slieet of metal is so strong that
Contrary to widely circulated reports that the when fastened in a frame it may be bent out by
"American Indian is dying off at an alarming rate blowing on it to a sixteenth of an inch without
Iii the great Southwest," the Pueblos and other rupture.
'
lndian populations are holding their own and inDr. Mueller makes these sheets by depositing
Feasin,; at a rate nearly as hign as that shown an extremely fine film of the metal on a ~ooth
by census figures for the white po_pulation.
lmrface by means of the electric current and
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of the School for afterward sel)arating the film from the founda•
.American Research of the Archaeological msti- tion on which it was fixed .
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GOOD READ.ING

MODERN INDIAN NAMES
The office of the county clerk is in receipt of
ios official birth reports from Washington coun. ty, South Dakota, some of them dating back to
1912. There are many Indians in that county
and it is interesting to note some of the names
bestowed upon the children. For example: Ro~e
White-Dress, · Benjamin White Butterfly, Deha
Picket . Pin, Kills on Horseback, Victoria Tail1
Rosa Pumpkin-Seed, Peter Broken-Leg, anc1
•
Christina Old Horse.
SENTENCE TO SOLITARY IS AIM TO
HALT CRIME
In an effort to deter criminals, Judges of the
New Hampshire. Superior Court will enforce !1statute giving them power to add te1·ms of solitary confinement to -sentences pronounced by them,
Judge William H. Sawyer announced. The law,
the judge said, empowers the judge to sentence
the convict to thirty days solitary confinement'
for each year of his term in State prison.
Judge Sawyer said the law would be enforced
to the letter in the hope that it may stop some of
the crime committed in New Hampshire by criminals from other States.

•

APPLES FROM APPLE SEED
He was from Virginia. an-a he gave an apple to
a New York friend who ate it and declared it to
be the finest he had ever tasted.
"That apple, sub, is an Albemarle Pippin," and
it is the finest apple that grows.
"It is certainly some apple/' said the New
Yorker. "I believe I will save the seed and plant
them on my summer place in Dutchess county."
"That would do no good, sub," said the Virginian. "Apples do not" reproduce themselves
:from the seed. You might plant the seed f ~
the finest apple you ever tasted and the tree would
yield fruit absolutely worthless. Seed from red
apples will often produce striped or green fruit.
There are ·a few varieties that will generally reproduce themselves. The Ben Davis usually will,
but the Ben Davis is not much to begin with.
"Then how do you know what sort CYf. friut a
tree will bear?" asked the New Yorker. .
"By budding or grafting. That is one of the
mysteries of nature. You can put a twig or even
a bud in the limb of a tree twenty feet from the
ground and that twig or bud will grow, Jllld when
1t bears will produce friut of the variety from:
which the graft came, and without regard to the
variety of the tree which supplies the sa:J,>. Thus
the tree may be a summer apple which npens in
Jul( alffi the bud a winter variety that is at its
bes in January after being storea three or four
months, and those characteristics wtll persist. •
"I have in my orchard in Amherst county a troo
that produces a dozen varieties of apples, the result of freak grafting by a former owner. I have
a thousand trees in my orchard, and not one is a
seeding-grown from seed, you know. • All have
been grafted, and in no other way could we be
certain ~ getting what we want."
"But seed will produce some sort of atiple, won't
ihey7"

•

"To be sure, but the chances are not one in ten
thousand that it will be much good. Of course,"
hurri~dly, "all apples are really good, but few are
supenor. The Albemarle Pippin you have just
enjoyed was once a seedling, and all the tens of
thousand trees of that variety descended from
that tree which grew out near Newtown on Lon~
Is'land. But it was a lucky chance, and nature
has never r.epeated it.-- Don't plant apple seedyou will have to wait a long time for results, and
then you will be disappointed."

,

IDLENESS IS CHIEF OF PUNISHMENT
OF RUSSIAN PRISONERS
Prison life in Russia has greatly improved since
the grim days of the Bolshevik revolution. A
much more humane regime has replaced the terroristic methods which accompanied the change
from a monarchial to a democratic regime. F'rom
the hardened murderer down to the inoffensive •
looking youth accused of theft; prisoners eat,
sleep, mingle together and share the same dail;v
conditions of prison life. Criticism is chiefly directed at the slender quantty of food and lack of
outdoor exercise.
Only in the cases of the most dangerous criminal prisoners are found such things as stone
cells, iron bars and solitary confinement. . All
others, even political prisoners, are given large,
well-lighted, tidy rooms with iron cots and a
single blanket for a covering. In most cases these
roows are not even barred, and the inmates are
free to mingle among themselves. Very little
work is provided, and the prisoners, therefore,
are free to indulge their hobbies, to smoke, play
cards, read and have the freest use of musical
instruments (their own) and other forms of entertainment.
Paradoxical tl-11 it may seem, it is this lack of
work, according to the prisoners themselves, which
makes prison· life so difficult to bear. Judged by
American standards, prison labor in Russia is
poorly organized. In the larger jails there are
carpenter shops, book-binding plante, printeriea,
basket-making departments and machine shops,
but th-e work is sufficient only to keep about a
third of t,he inmates occupied.
Murder in Russia is relatively a mild offense
as comapred to counter-revolutio n. The corre&pondent on a recent visit j;o one of the Mos~ow
prisons spoke to a youth guilty of triple murder,
who was serving only three years, while in the
next. room wa.s a man accused of counter-revolutionary activities, who was condemned to death.
~en ){ears is the maximum for murder in the
first degree, but death invariably is meted out tQ
those found guilty of working against the presenfl
political regime. The Bolsheviki say this severity
is necessary in order to insure the success ol
revoluton.
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FROM EVERYWHERE
HONEY-BATH FOR PEARLS
Baths in newly gathered honey are recommended by a European gem expert to rettore the
lustre to pearls that have grown dull, says Popular Mechanics. Treatments of forty-eight hours
at two-weeks intervals for period of abo1,1t sixmonths are said to produce the most satisfactory re~ults and the hone.y should be removed with
oohol instead of water.
LIGHTNING ROD VALUE
A lightning hazard is rapidly increasing from
year to year with the extention of telegraph,
telephone lighting and power lines over the country. When a stroke of lightning occurs anywhere near such lines it causes, by induction, a
sudden surge, or rush of current, which is likely
not only to injure wires and insulat?rs, but also
to be carried into buildings, where it ~!'Y damage costly electrical machinery ana ;possi~ly cause
fires. Buildings are protected by hghtnmg . r~s,
the value of which is fully proved by statistics.
SHRIMPS
Shrimps are caught in the Gulf of Mexico:
The season lasts four months, two in the spring
and two in the fall, and in that time a !remendous business is done in the way of catchin_g- and
canning them. In New Orleans, which is the
headquarters of the trade, one hundred thousand
cans a day of these little fish are packed. The
shrimps run in large schools dg,wn the nu~erous passes leading into the Gulf of Mexico,
where the fishermen catch them with their seines,
frequently bringing in at one haul enough to
fill one of their peat boats. They are then taken
to the cannin_g- factories. The shrimps ar1; plac€:d
Ir. lar_g-e troughs. Girls w~o a~ exp~rts rn their
line take them in hand. With tme twist they take
off their heads, and then with a presS'ure . at
the tail the shrimp is forced out. After bemg
taken from the shells the shrimps are put in a
vat of salt water, and are cooked by means of
steam pipes runnin_g- through the vats. Then
tbey are put into little gauze bags, each bag
just big enough to fit inside the cans u~ed, there
bein_g- so much phosphorous in the shrimp, that
unless some precaution is_ taken the tin w:ould
be eaten throu_g-h by its action. After the sm:imp,i
are placed in the cans they are h~rmet~cally
sealed, this work being done by machmery. The
cans are then put into a large tank, and o~ce
again the shrimps are put throug-h a steam.mg
process, this bein_g- ~n times hotter than before.
After this the shrimps are thoroughly cooked,
and when the cans cool they are labeled and
JIUt in boxes.
HISTORIC CHRIST CHURCH IN
PHILADELPH IA
Old Christ Church, on Second Street below Arch
Street Philadelphill, has heard the prayers of
;Ameri~'s first patriots beseeching freedom from

tyranny. Visitors to the Sesquicentennia l InteiJ
national Exposition next year will scarcely fulci
a landmark of more historical significance.
Construction of the ancient sanctuary, whicli
is of pure Colonial architecture, was begun ht
1727. Dissension regarding an environment con•
ducive to worship must have abounded, for man•
al~rations were made, and it was only after thct
pulpit was moved twice, the gallery enlarged, the
seats altered, and the twenty-four branch ch~
delier hung, that the body of the church
completed in 1744. The pillars alone seem to ha
been made of adamant.
Funds for a steeple and bells were raised ~
means of a lottery. The latter would indicate •
more broad-minded _a ttitude on the part of oUJ#
forefathers toward funding expenses than is tlut
custom of the 20th century vestryman. There ~
be no doubt that it was oversubscribed since Ben•
jamin Franklin was one of its managers. Th«!
tower and steeple were completed in 1753-54, ancl
a chime of eight bells, costing five hundred pound•
was imported .
• The old pulpit of 1770, the prayer desks mad•
from the original high desk, and the old com•
munion table below the altar, rema1n to this da~
The font, at which Bishop White, Fra11cis Hop.
kinson, and a long list of worthie,s were baptize~
is still to be seen. The beautiful silver bowt;
was replaced in 1879 by one which was the gift
weighing over sixty-three ounces, presented bJI
Colonel Robert Quarry of the British Army i~
1712, is still used.
Many distinguished men were buried under thei
floors of Christ Church, including Bishop Whiu.
and his brotlier-in-law, Robert Morris. In tho
burying ground at the southeast corner of Fifth,
· and Arch Streets were buried Franklin and hi~
wife, Deborah; General James Irvine, Major wn~
liam Jackson, the Rev. Bird Wilson, Peyton Ran~
dol_ph, president of the First Continental Congress.
and Francis Hopkinson.
The Rev. Jacob Duche, a gentleman with Tory
ptoclivities, shepherded the illustrious Chrisfj
Church flock during the stirring period of 1776.
On the Fourt.li of July, after the reading of the.
Declara ion, he permitted the bells of the church
to chime merrily, becoming, for the mom'ent, a patriot. Later he wrote his famous letter to Washington, in which he states tliat he insisted upon
using the prayer for the royal family tffl the last
moment, though threatened witli violence; but
that on the Declaration of Independence, not being
able to consult his spiritual superior, he called his
vestry together and solemnly put the question.
whether they thought it best for the congregations
to close the churches or to continue the services
without using the petitions for the royal family.
The vestry promptly decided: "The Honorable.
Continental Congress, having resolved to declare
the American Colonies to be free and independent
States, it will be proper to omit those petitions.••
Verily, the clerical conscience was salved witlli
opportunism.
·,
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lJseful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

LATEST ISSUES
1161 Young Wlld West Defending a Ranch; or, Besieged
by Cattle Rustlers.
1162 " and the Miner's Trap: o~ Arlette's Great 8hot.
:l~c!-~~- High Fair: or, he Ll~iest Time oa
1163 "
1164 " Risky Ride: or, Arletta and the Gulch Gang.
11611 " Buckskin Band: or, The Sheri Ir's Bilf Mlstalce.
1167 " and ''Cowboy J"ack": or1 Spo!Ung a Rancb Ralct.
1168 " Only Chance : or, Arlehll'S Quick Throw.
!169 " Desperate Chara-e: or, The Shot That Beat t'.be
R edskins.
1170 ' at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secret
Band.
1171 " In Danger: or, Helping the Trapped CaTal17men.
1172 " and the Dutchman's Claim; or, Arletta De,
fenlllnir Her Life.
1173 " Taming the Cowpunchers: or, The Hard Crow:C
of Bull Tail Ranch.
1174 " A.fter the "Vultures": or, Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
11'71! " Calling the Two Gun Han; or, 8aT!ng a l!'lher11r'e Life.
1176 " and the Boy Ranchero; or, Helping a Tenderfoot to SucceH.
ll'M' " a(tl;;?.lnger J"ake'': or The Bo • a ot Gimlet

No. H. HOW TO BOW, BAIL A.ND BUILD ABOATJ'ully lllustrated. Full instructions are given in this
]tttle book, together with Instructions on swimming and
riding,_ companion sports to boating.
)fo. ,,s,-HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one is
estrous ot knowing what his future lite will brins
orth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
ou can tell by a glance at this llttle book. Buy one
and be convinced.

&

No. 29.

HOW TO BEOO)l[E AN INVENTOB.-Every

boy should lmow how inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples in electricity, hy•
draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics.
No. ae. HOW TO OOOK.-=-One of the most instructive
books on co6king ever published. It contains recipes
tor cooking meats, 1lsh1 game and oysters ; also pies,
puddings, cakes and ah kinds of pastry, and a grana
eollection of recipes.
No. SS.-HOW TO BEHAVE.- Containing the rules
,and etiquette ot _good society and the easiest and most
approved methods of appearing to good advantage at
»artles, balls, the theatre, church, and in the drawing1'9om.
1178 "
No. 85. HOW TO PLAY GAMEB.-A complete and ,
1111etul little book containing the rules and regulations 1179 "
ot bllliards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
etc.
No. 86.

HOW TO SOLVE OONUNDBUH8.-Contain-

1ng all the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE A.ND SET TRAP8.-Including hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
equ1rrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
•
illustrated.
No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S.
fOKE BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest
;Jokes used by the moat famous end men. No amateur
minstrels le complete without this wonderful llttle book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OJI' ..._ NEW YORK STlJMP.o
8PEAKEB.-Containing a Tarted assortment of stump
llpeechea. Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's Jokes.
Tust the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 4tl. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ltlINSTREL
CHJIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new and very
Jnatructive. Every boy should obtain this book. as it
pontalns fTlll Instructions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No, 46. HOW TO MAKE AND UBE ELE<lTBIOI':l'Y,
-A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and
electro magnetism; together with full instructions for
making Electrlo Toye 1 Batteries, etc. Bl, George Trebel,
A. M., M. D. Contairung over fifty mus rations.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND BAIL OANOEB.~
bandy book for boys, contflning full directions fo r conetructlng ca noes and the most popular manner of sa111ng
them. F ully Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-G!vlng rules for conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion an d the beat sources for procnrlng Information
on the quest ion given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.A valuable b ook, giving Instructions In collecting, prep a ring, m ounting and preserving birds, anim als and in- •
sects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRIOKS WITH OARDS.-Con•
tainln g ex p lanations of the general principles of sll3!ghtof-hand app licable to card tricks; .or card tricks with
ordinary car ds, a nd\ not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
tricks Invo lving sleight-of- h and, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY OARDB.-A complete and
bandy little ~ok,,, giving rules and full directions for
playing Euchre, ,.;rlbbage, Casino, F orty-Five, Rounoo,
Pedro San cho, Dra w P oker, Auction Pitch, All Fours,
and m any other popular games of car<ls.
No, 154. HOW TO K}!:E P AND MANAGE PETSGiving comp lete informa tion as to the manner and
method of raising, keepi ng, tam ing, breeding a nd managing a ll kinds of pets ; a lso giving full instructions for
IP.aking cages, etc. ~ ully explained by twenty-eight
,llJustra t!ons.
Jl'or sale by all n ewsdealers, or wUl be sent to an7
address on receipt of p r ice, 10c. per copy,
in money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WO.{..FF, Publisher, Inc.
New York Clt7
166 West 23d Street
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and the Choctaw Chief: or, Arletta Detyins
the Redskins.
Defying 1tn Ambush: or, Arietta Leading the
Cavalry.
" B11ved By a Signal: or, Arletta and the Vanlshlnl Light.
" Double Suhtne: or, The Celebration at Bae.thorn Ranch.
" Capturlng a Chief; or, Arietta Aa a Caval17
Scout.
" and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
Gorge.
" Trapped In a Canyon; or, Arletta•11 Swing For
Life.
" At A RedRkln Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
.
At The Stake.
" apd the Doomed Hine; or, Arletta's Lite at
Stake.
" Racing For a Ranah; or, Splttlre On Hie Mettle.
" Marked Br, Mexlcans1 3r, Arletta ~nd the Senor
" and the 'Silver Kid, or, The Dandy of
Gulch.
" and the Yellow Bull: or, Arietta'11 Daring 11111·
cape.
., Surrounded- By Dee th; or, The Seven Sticks or
Dynamite.
: · Staking a Claim; or Arletta On Guard.
Greaser ChasE>: or, The Outlaws of the Border.
" Swinging a Lariat: or, Arletta and the Wild
.
Horses.
" B ooming a Clltl\l): or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold ?.fine.
" and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arletta
a s a n Auctlodlier.
" Ousting the OutlaWII: or, The Clean Up At
F a ncy Flat.
" and t h e Treasure of · the Lake; or, Hop Wah'•
Magic Trlok.
" Bossin g A Cattle Ranch I or, Arletta Cornered
By Rustlers.
" Trapping the Redskins: or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
" and the Cave Gang: or, Arletta's D esperate
Shot.
" Lost In the Rookies I or, The Luck a Grizzly
Brought.
" Elected a Chief r oi, ..Arletta and the Papoose,
" and " Stin ger jack"t or, The Blutr That
Wouldn't Work.
" a8~m~~e T ricky • Trapper1 or, Arletta After BIS
" Glv:lng It Straights or, The Worst Cami, of All.
" Gun nin g for qunmen; or, Arletta and the
Greaser Rufllans.
" Surrounded by Gold: or, A Treasure Worth a
million.
" Batrllng Death: or, Arletta and the Chasm.
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For sale b y all n ewsdealers, or will be sent to any a~
dress on receipt of price, 8o. per eopy, in money
or poetaire stamps by
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